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Abstract 

Bacteria use adhesion proteins (adhesins) to bind substrates on biotic and abiotic surfaces to initiate 

biofilm formation. These bacterial communities can be detrimental to a host when, for example, they 

cause teeth plaques, chronic infections, and the contamination of food products. On the other hand, they 

can also promote plant growth and the degradation of oils, depending on the organism. Characterizing 

adhesin interactions may present opportunities to inhibit destructive biofilms and reinforce the 

advantageous ones.  

A subgroup of these proteins called Repeats-In-Toxin adhesins are exported by a type 1 secretion system 

and are retained on the outer membrane of some Gram-negative bacteria. This thesis examined C-terminal 

ligand-binding domains from three different adhesins: 1) The large adhesion protein from the oil-

degrading bacterium Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus, contains a PA14 domain with the ability to 

bind specific carbohydrates. This 20-kDa domain was tested as a dextran-affinity tag for purification of 

recombinant proteins on dextran-based size-exclusion resins. The tag bound to Superdex, Sephadex, and 

Sephacryl, and proved to be superior to nickel-affinity chromatography. 2) A medium adhesion protein 

from Pseudomonas fluorescens, which contributes to biofilm formation on plant root surfaces, contains a 

von Willebrand Factor A domain in the C-terminal region that was characterized by X-ray 

crystallography. While human integrin contains a homologue of this domain to bind extracellular matrix 

proteins, including collagen, the binding partner for Pseudomonas fluorescens is still unknown. Lastly, 3) 

the flagellum-regulated hemagglutinin A, which binds to epithelial cells and erythrocytes in the 

pathogenic lifecycle of Vibrio cholerae, does so through a peptide-binding domain. This protein was 

produced with its neighboring domain and co-crystallized with nanomolar-affinity pentapeptide ligands. 

These peptides successfully inhibited attachment of V. cholerae to erythrocytes and could potentially be 

used for anti-adhesion therapy against cholera.  
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Bacterial biofilm formation  

 
Bacteria normally congregate in communities called biofilms. These naturally occurring colonies 

are mainly composed of water, bacteria, and a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) 

that serve as a barrier to the external environment [2]. They form on a wide range of surfaces, 

from teeth to intestines, rocks to roots, and catheters to oil droplets. The resilience of biofilms can 

exacerbate their harmful effects; as when uropathogenic Escherichia coli promote chronic 

infections despite antibiotic intervention [3,4], or when Streptococcus mutans colonization leads 

to dental plaque and tooth decay [5]. Once S. mutans cells irreversibly attach to tooth enamel and 

form calcified biofilms, they are highly resistant to the daily abrasions of toothbrushes.  

Biofilms can also serve beneficial roles in the environment, including the degradation of 

pollutants [6], defense of symbiotic organisms from other harmful microbes [7], and facilitating 

the exchange of nutrients between bacteria and their surroundings. For example, soluble 

phosphorus can be delivered to plants by organisms from Bacillus and Pseudomonas genera [8]. 

In addition, P. fluorescens can extract other soil nutrients and simultaneously out-compete 

pathogens to facilitate plant growth.  

The lifecycle of biofilms involves attachment, maturation, and detachment phases (Fig. 1.1) [9]. 

Specific environmental conditions trigger bacteria to switch from a free planktonic state, to a 

sessile phase within a biofilm. When cells adhere to a surface they can divide and attach to one 

another using adhesion proteins, pili, and exopolysaccharides, thereby clustering together to form 

a microcolony [10–12]. A mature biofilm is formed once the EPS barrier is secreted and binds 

cells together into a 3D lattice. This EPS matrix is typically composed of glucan polysaccharides, 
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proteinaceous fimbriae, and double-stranded DNA [13–18]. Fluid-filled channels permeate the 

biofilm microenvironment for nutrient exchange and waste removal [19]. Eventually, once the 

environment is no longer favorable, the biofilm can at least partially disperse through cellular 

detachment. This can be an active process that includes degradation of the matrix with enzymes 

[20], and secretion of rhamnolipid surfactants that lower cell-cell cohesion [21]. Dispersal can 

also be a passive process, which involves environmental shear forces, collision with particles, and 

human intervention [22,23]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 The lifecycle of biofilms. (1) In this model, planktonic bacteria (brown ovals) non-

specifically interact with a surface (grey) using electrostatic interactions. (2) If the environment is 

suitable, the bacteria can irreversibly bind to the surface and secrete the EPS matrix (orange). (3) 

Cells divide and cluster together to form a microcolony with multiple cell layers. (4) The 

protective EPS barrier thickens, and a complex lattice of cells protrude from the surface. Fluid-

filled channels facilitate the exchange of nutrients, and the stable biofilm is completed. (5) Once 

nutrients are diminished, the cells can detach from the matrix and return to a free planktonic state. 

Adapted from Vasudevan 2014, with permission of the publisher and authors [24].     
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Osmolarity, temperature, pH, iron availability, and oxygen levels can impact the formation of 

microcolonies [25–32]. These requirements can vary greatly between organisms. For example, 

while P. fluorescens and P. aeruginosa typically form biofilms in many growth media [25], V. 

cholerae must be supplemented with amino acids [33]. If the conditions are suitable, attachment 

begins with reversible hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between cells and their 

biotic/abiotic surface of choice [9] . This step is completed when EPS molecules are produced to 

irreversibly bind the bacteria to that surface through polar contacts. The classic view argues that 

irreversible attachments are made by flagella, pili, fimbria and lipopolysaccharides (LPSs) [9,34–

36]. As a refinement of this view, recent studies suggest that some bacteria can secrete large, 

membrane-anchored repeats-in-toxin (RTX) adhesion proteins to initiate these contacts  [37–39].. 

One piece of evidence that extracellular proteins are responsible for this process is when P. 

fluorescens were treated with proteases, the cells could not attach and form biofilms [27].  

1.2 RTX adhesion proteins  

Repeats-in-toxin adhesins are a subset of the RTX protein family, that are largely composed of 

cytolysins and cytotoxins needed for bacterial defense [40,41]. At the C-terminal end, RTX 

proteins are characterized by calcium-binding nonapeptide GGxGxDxUx repeats, where ‘x’ 

represents any residue and ‘U’ is a large hydrophobic amino acid. Members of the RTX family 

contain a C-terminal signal sequence and are exported by a type 1 secretion system (T1SS). 

While most RTX proteins are ultimately released from the cell, large RTX adhesins are retained 

on the outer membrane by an N-terminal domain [37,42]. After their synthesis, the unfolded C-

terminal domains are threaded through the T1SS and fold in the presence of extracellular calcium 

[30]. At this time, the only RTX adhesin to be entirely characterized in terms of structure and 

function is the 1.5-MDa Marinomonas primoryensis ice-binding protein (MpIBP) [37]. This 

adhesin enables the marine bacterium, M. primoryensis, to form a mixed-species biofilm with the 
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Chaetoceros neogracile diatoms underneath Antarctic ice. The C. neogracile symbiont 

photosynthesizes nutrients for M. primoryensis at the ice surface where light energy is strongest. 

1.3 Conservation of domain structure  

RTX adhesins are long proteinaceous ‘arms’ composed of many distinct domains that enable 

bacteria to reach out and adhere to surfaces. A protein domain is a functionally independent 

protein sequence that can interact with ligands or provide structure using a core motif [43,44]. 

Given the relatively limited size of domains, they can usually fold independently of one another 

[45]. Multi-domain RTX megaproteins maintain a similar architecture composed of three major 

regions: the N-terminal retention factor, a long repetitive extender, and a C-terminal ligand-

binding region (Fig. 1.2) [37,42,46]. They are secreted C-terminal end first through the T1SS. It 

is hypothesized that the N-terminal domain is retained within the T1SS apparatus, which anchors 

the adhesin on the outer bacterial surface. Previous studies on the MpIBP show that, unlike the 

other RTX adhesin domains, the N-terminal region folds independently of calcium ions before its 

secretion [47]. Structure determination indicated that its 30-Å diameter made it too large to pass 

through the 20-Å TolC pore, which then anchors this domain inside the periplasm [37]. In support 

of this hypothesis, the expression of an RTX adhesin in P. fluorescens, LapA, blocked the export 

of additional T1SS substrates like hemolysin A [42,48].   
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Figure 1.2 Conserved domain architecture of select RTX adhesins. The N-terminal retention 

domain (RI, gray) and repetitive extender region (RII, cyan) are conserved between these six 

adhesins. The N-terminal region contains three sections; RIN, RIM, and RIC. The C-terminal 

ligand-binding region (RIII) is shown with various predicted or known domains. This includes the 

peptide-binding domain (PBD) (blue), the PA14 carbohydrate-binding domain (purple), the von 

Willebrand Factor (vWFA) domain (pink), and the ice-binding domain (orange). The RTX β-roll 

and secretion signal are depicted in green. The white region represents putative domains or linker 

regions of unknown structure and function. Adapted from Guo et al. 2019, with permission of the 

publisher and authors [49]. 
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1.4 The extender ‘arm’ of RTX adhesins  

The extender region is a repetitive sequence of domains that stretch between a bacterium and its 

surface of interest [46,50]. This is composed of numerous tandem bacterial immunoglobulin-like 

(BIg) domains that are approximately 10-15 kDa. Structural data on this region have been 

collected on the MpIBP and the SiiE from S. enterica. For the former, X-ray crystallography, 

analytical centrifugation, size-exclusion chromatography, and small-angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) experiments support a rigid, rod-like assembly in the presence of calcium ions [46]. 

Molecular dynamics simulations of SiiE showed increased flexibility, and loss of the linear 

structure when calcium ions were removed [50]. Taken together, it is hypothesized that calcium 

ions rigidify the repetitive extender region to extend the adhesin’s reach and prevent it from self-

interacting with the bacterium.  Despite an overall conserved domain structure, the length of this 

region is not consistent between RTX adhesins. The MhLap from Marinobacter 

hydrocarbonoclasticus contains approximately 25 repeats, while the MpIBP has around 120. 

These large adhesins are energetically expensive to produce, so it is probably that larger sizes are 

selected only out of necessity. In support of this claim, when the length of the SiiE was reduced 

from 56 to 46 repeats, the colonization of Madin-Darby Canine Kidney cells was heavily reduced 

[51].  

1.5 The C-terminal ‘hand’ ligand-binding region  

The C-terminal portion of RTX adhesins includes ligand-binding modules, an RTX β-roll, and a 

secretion signal. The ligand-binding domains interact with various substrates for bacterial surface 

attachment. This region has the most variability and allow bacteria to target a range of different 

niches using these folds. Overall, the ligand-binding domains seem to be shuffled between RTX 

adhesins as a result of selection pressure to colonize different surfaces. One of the most highly 

characterized of these ligand-binding domains is the PA14 carbohydrate-binding domain. This 

fold is present in RTX adhesins from M. primoryensis, M. hydrocarbonoclasticus, and a few 
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strains of V. cholerae (Fig. 1.2). The PA14 domain binds to extracellular carbohydrates, 

glycolipids, and glycoproteins. Studies with the MhLap indicate a preference for branched 

glycans composed of glucose and fucose [38]. Fluorescence microscopy shows that M. 

primoryensis uses this domain to bind C. neogracile diatoms. Interestingly, an additional peptide-

binding domain (PBD) found in MpIBP also binds to C. neogracile. This domain is an oblong 

beta-sandwich found in RTX adhesins from Shewanella putrefaciens, Aeromonas veronii, and 

some Vibrio species. 

Another commonly encountered fold is the von Willebrand Factor A-like (vWFA) domain. This 

domain typically binds to extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and is a component of the human 

integrin receptor [52–54]. The vWFA domain forms an α/β Rossman fold and contains a 

conserved metal-ion-dependent adhesion site (MIDAS) in the center loop region. This motif uses 

two serine residues to coordinate a divalent metal ion, which binds to acidic residues on its 

protein ligand [55]. The vWFA domain is present in RTX adhesins from P. fluorescens, V. 

vulnificus and Legionella pneumophilia. 

1.6 β-roll and secretion signal  

After the ligand-binding region, the RTX β-roll (solenoid) contains the characteristic RTX 

repeats, which coordinate two rows of internal calcium ions. The β-roll is not a requirement for 

secretion, although it is thought to increase export efficiency [56,57]. Given the high proportion 

of acidic residues, the electrostatic forces could repel this domain from the LPS layer into the 

extracellular space. Interestingly, the domain of MpIBP that adheres to ice has a structure similar 

to the aforementioned β-roll but with Ca2+ ions down one side of the roll [58,59]. This duality has 

been observed with the CyaA RTX protein from Bordetella pertussis, where two of the five coils 

have evolved to bind integrin proteins [60]. The final C-terminal domain of RTX adhesins is the 

type 1 secretion signal. This fold stabilizes the β-roll and interacts with the T1SS for export [61]. 
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It is theoretically the first domain to fold in the extracellular environment and might act as a 

nucleus for this process [62].  

1.7 Secretion of RTX adhesins  

Gram-negative bacteria use the T1SS to export RTX adhesins and retain them on the surface. The 

T1SS is composed of an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter, a membrane fusion protein 

(MFP), and an outer membrane protein (OMP). The ABC and MFP are located on the inner 

membrane, while the OMP forms a pore on the external layer. The secretion of hemolysin A 

(HlyA) has been a key model to observe the T1SS in uropathogenic E. coli [63,64]. The inner-

membrane ABC transporter recognizes the C-terminal secretion signal and initiates the secretion 

process. Once the HlyA substrate is recognized by the ABC transporter, the MFP and OMP are 

sequentially recruited [65–68]. As its name suggests, the ABC transporter hydrolyzes ATP, which 

provides energy for substrate translocation [69,70]. From there, the unfolded polypeptide is 

threaded through the OMP in a C- to N-terminal direction [71]. The highly acidic RTX repeats 

immediately fold in the presence of extracellular calcium. This prevents the β-roll from sliding 

backwards and provides motive force that ratchets the polypeptide through the second pore [62]. 

Secretion is completed when the N-terminal retention domain interacts with the OMP and is 

anchored as a periplasmic intermediate [37,48]. 

1.8 RTX adhesins contribute to biofilm formation  

Once adhesins are exported to the outer membrane, the C-terminal region can bind to ligands for 

bacterial surface attachment. Knockouts of LapA, LapF, RtxA, and SiiE, have demonstrated their 

roles in surface colonization by P. fluorescens, Pseudomonas putida, L. pneumophilia, and S. 

enterica, respectively. When the LapA adhesin was knocked out in P. fluorescens, the mutants 

produced small bacterial clusters at 5 h, while the wild-type had formed stable microcolonies 

[38]. MFP knockouts of the T1SS also resulted in debilitated attachment to polyvinyl chloride 

(PVC). After eight h, only 12% of mutants were able to irreversibly attach through the long axis 
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of the cells, as compared to 94% of the wild type. Interestingly, P. putida uses a conserved LapA 

for adhesion to plant roots, along with the LapF adhesin to form stable biofilms. LapF knockouts 

did not impact the first irreversible attachment step, however, the mature biofilm was severely 

impaired [10]. Strains bearing the LapF deletion were also outmatched in competitive plant root 

colonization assays. It was concluded that LapF enables cell-to-cell cohesion and is expressed in 

later stages of biofilm production. 

RTX adhesins provide a strategy for pathogenic bacteria to colonize their hosts. For example, L. 

pneumophilia attaches to human epithelial cells and macrophages, which can lead to the fatal 

development of pneumonia (Legionnaires’ disease). Highly virulent strains also encoded an RtxA 

adhesin [72]. Transposon mutagenesis of the RtxA open reading frame (ORF) impaired the 

colonization of epithelial and monocyte cells [73]. Furthermore, knockouts of any T1SS 

components blocked the ability of L. pneumophilia to enter amoeba and macrophages [74].  

S. enterica is a human pathogen that spreads through contaminated food products. Many strains 

of this bacterium acquire ‘pathogenicity islands’ (SPI) through horizonal gene transfer between 

bacteria, which improve the colonization of host cells [75]. Specifically, SPI-4 encodes the SiiE 

large adhesion protein and components of a T1SS [39].  Knockouts of this pathogenicity island 

resulted in a minimal effect using the gastrointestinal inflammation murine and typhoid fever 

murine models [76]. On the other hand, these knockouts decreased monolayer formation on 

polarized epithelial cells in mice. It was determined that SiiE mediates attachment to the 

microvilli apical layer, which triggers S. enterica to express additional SPI-1 effector proteins and 

invade polarized epithelial cells [51].  

1.9 Structural experiments with RTX adhesins  

The number of functional experiments greatly outweigh the structural data on RTX adhesins. So 

far, SiiE, MpIBP and MhLap are the only RTX adhesins with published structures in the Protein 

Data Bank. Repeats 50-52 from the extender region of SiiE has been determined by X-ray 
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crystallography [50]. This is a linear configuration of three tandem β-sandwich domains, which 

coordinate calcium ions in the linker regions (Type I) and within domains (Type II). Single 

residue substitutions showed that Type I calcium ions were needed for stability and secretion of 

the adhesin, while Type II were important for adhesion and invasion [77]. Molecular dynamics 

and electron microscopy supported a rigid linear structure in the presence of calcium, while 

chelating these ions with EDTA reduced the colonization of polarized epithelial cells by S. 

enterica [65].  

The structure of MpIBP has been fully characterized by X-ray crystallography, small-angle light 

scattering (SAXS), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). NMR experiments on the anchoring 

domain of the N-terminal region (RIN) revealed a novel triangular β-sandwich domain with a 30-

Å diameter (Fig. 1.2) [37,47]. Next is an unknown flexible region (RIM), followed by three 

immunoglobulin-like folds (RIC). SAXS experiments on the entire N-terminal region indicate 

that the middle RIM has an 18-Å wide cylindrical shape. It was concluded that RIN is retained in 

the periplasmic space, RIM remains inside the 20-Å OMP, and the three BIg domains (RIC) are 

exposed to the extracellular environment, along with the rest of the adhesin.  

Four tandem repeats from the extender region of MpIBP have been structurally determined [46]. 

Like SiiE, these calcium-binding β-sandwich domains adopt a rigid, linear configuration. It is 

estimated that the ~120 repeats in the full-length MpIBP could extend approximately 0.6 µm 

towards the ice surface [46]. On the C-terminal end of the adhesin, the ligand-binding domains 

have been isolated and had their structures solved by X-ray crystallography. Closest to the 

extender region, the PBD adopts an oblong beta-sandwich fold and is positioned as an offshoot of 

a split immunoglobulin-like domain (Fig. 1.3). The crystal structure shows C-terminal Pro-Asp 

residues from a symmetry-related molecule interacting with the outer tip. This cavity is formed 

by loop sequences and two Ca2+ ions, which directly interact with the Asp ligand [37]. Next, the 

PA14 domain folds as a β-sandwich and uses a conserved D-cis-D motif to coordinate Ca2+ ions 
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for binding to carbohydrates (Fig. 1.3) [37]. Similar structural and functional features were also 

observed in the MhLap PA14 domain from M. hydrocarbonoclasticus [78]. Finally, the ice-

binding domain adopts a β-solenoid structure that organizes “clathrate” water molecules for 

adhesion to ice [58]. The ice-binding site contains Thr, Asp, and Asn residues positioned along a 

flat surface. This fold is similar to the typical RTX β-roll, although one row of calcium ions is 

missing from this region.  

 

Figure 1.3 Detailed structural features of the MpIBP_RIII ligand-binding domains. (A) 

RIII_1–4 is colored in rainbow representation, whereas the RIII_5 construct is colored yellow. 

Calcium ions in the ligand-binding sites are shown as magenta spheres, whereas the other Ca2+ 

are shown as green spheres. (B) Enlarged view of the sugar-binding site of the RIII structure, 

showing the 1 Å 2Fo − Fc map and the carbon atoms of the glucose molecule colored magenta. 

Oxygen atoms are red, and nitrogen atoms are blue. (C) Enlarged view of the ligand-binding 

cavity of the MpPBD is shown with the 2.1 Å resolution 2Fo − Fc map contoured at 1 σ [as in 

(B)]. Ca2+ coordination by the C-terminal Pro and Asp residues from a symmetry-related _5 

molecule are shown in stick representations. (D) Enlarged view of the Ca2+-stiffened linker region 

between RIII_2 and RIII_4 (split domain). Ca2+ coordinating residues are shown in stick 

representation. This figure has been used with permission of the authors, Guo et al. 2017 [37], 

and the publisher.  
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1.10 Hypotheses and objectives 

Once an adhesin is secreted, the variable C-terminal region directs bacteria to colonize select 

niches. A researcher could capitalize on the selectivity of ligand-binding modules to alter the 

affinity for that surface. Previously, biochemists used maltose-binding protein (MBP) as an 

affinity tag to bind amylose resins [79]. In a similar manner, we predicted the PA14 

carbohydrate-binding domain from MhLap could be used as an affinity tag to purify constructs by 

dextran-affinity chromatography using size-exclusion resins. The objective in Chapter 3 is to fuse 

the MhPA14 domain to green fluorescent protein, and RIV from MpIBP, to compare dextran-

affinity chromatography with nickel-NTA and ice-affinity purifications. It is hypothesized that 

this ~20-kDa domain will readily fuse with other domains and attain a greater level of purity after 

a one-step purification.   

Studying the ligand-binding domains might enable researchers to promote beneficial biofilms on 

crops, like the colonization of plant roots by P. fluorescens and P. putida. Identifying the 

structure of  ligand-binding domains will provide insights into how P. fluorescens forms biofilms 

on plant roots . Chapter 4 will examine the structure of a putative vWFA domain from the P. 

fluorescens MapA adhesin, which might enable cell-cell cohesion by adhering to peptides within 

the biofilm.  

In contrast, researchers can obstruct surface colonization of pathogens by saturating these ligand-

binding regions with small molecules or antibodies. In previous experiments, the addition of 

antibodies against the C-terminus of SiiE reduced the colonization of S. enterica on epithelial 

cells [39]. Additionally, Bar Dolev et al. stopped M. primoryensis from binding to ice by raising 

antibodies against the ice-binding domain [80]. Chapter 4 will characterize the structure of a 

peptide-binding domain from the FrhA adhesin, which enables V. cholerae to bind to human 
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erythrocytes. We hypothesize that knowledge of the structure of this domain could be used to 

block FrhA with antibodies or high-affinity ligands in order to treat cholera disease.  
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Chapter 2 

Bacterial sugar-binding protein as a one-step affinity purification tag on 

dextran-containing resins  

2.1 Abstract 

Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus is an oil-eating bacterium that possesses a large adhesion 

protein (MhLap) with the potential to bind extracellular ligands. One of these ligand-binding 

modules is the ~20-kDa PA14 domain (MhPA14) that has affinity for glucose-based 

carbohydrates. Previous studies showed this sugar-binding domain is retained on dextran-based 

size-exclusion resins during chromatography, requiring the introduction of glucose or EDTA to 

remove the protein from the column. Given the ready availability of such size-exclusion resins in 

biochemistry laboratories, this study explores the use of MhPA14 as an affinity tag for 

recombinant protein purification. Two different fusion proteins were tested: 1) Green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) linked to the N-terminus of the MhPA14 tag; and 2) the ice-binding domain from 

the Marinomonas primoryensis ice-binding protein (MpIBD) linked to the MhPA14 C-terminus 

by a TEV cut site. The GFP_MhPA14 fusion visibly bound to Superdex, Sephadex, and 

Sephacryl resins, but did not bind to Sepharose. Using Superdex resin, dextran-affinity 

purification proved to be an effective one-step purification strategy for both proteins, superior to 

even nickel-affinity chromatography. Dextran-affinity chromatography was also the most 

effective method of separating the MhPA14 tag from MpIBD following TEV proteolysis, as 

compared to both nickel-affinity and ice-affinity methods. These results indicate that MhPA14 

has potential for widespread use in recombinant protein purification. 
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2.2 Introduction  

Traditional methods of protein-based purification exploit a protein's minor differences in 

chemical properties – such as pI, solubility, heat stability, and surface charge density – to separate 

it in stages from bulk protein [81]. In contrast, affinity-based purification uses a specific ligand to 

capture the protein of interest. With the advent of recombinant DNA technology, it became 

possible to link the target protein to an amino acid sequence that can bind specifically to a resin-

immobilized ligand. Instead of having to develop a different purification strategy for each new 

recombinant protein, researchers can now remove the majority of impurities through one 

conserved affinity-chromatography step, often followed by one or two conventional 

chromatography steps to ensure purity. Affinity tags can also improve yields [82], aid in protein 

folding [83], and increase solubility [84–87]. 

There are a variety of affinity tags available, and their usefulness depends on the parameters of 

the target protein. The one most commonly used is the His tag, which is made up of six or more 

tandem histidine residues that chelate to immobilized nickel ions. As a testament to its worth as a 

tag, approximately 60% of proteins under structural characterization have been purified using 

nickel-affinity chromatography [88]. Another short tag is the 8-amino-acid FLAG tag, which 

serves as an epitope for anti-FLAG monoclonal antibodies (M1) [89]. Glutathione S-transferase 

(GST), which is one of the most common whole-domain tags used, is a 26-kDa eukaryotic protein 

with an affinity for immobilized glutathione. The 40-kDa maltose-binding protein (MBP) is a 

larger tag, which binds to cross-linked amylose resin [79] and can improve the solubility of over-

expressed protein by recruiting chaperones [90], forming micelle-like aggregates [91], or 

passively folding the fusion partner like the solubility-enhancing protein NusA [87]. Indeed, 

sugar-binding domains like MBP make for obvious affinity tags due to prevalence of 

carbohydrates in immobilized resins. For example, a 34- amino-acid tag has been developed for 
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heparin-affinity chromatography [92]; heparin being a negatively-charged polysaccharide of 

uronic acid and D-glucosamine residues [93]. 

Affinity chromatography will typically recover its target as the most abundant protein in this 

single step, but some polishing procedures are usually required to fully purify the target protein. 

Additionally, affinity resins are quite expensive. GST or amylose resins in volumes of 100 mL 

can cost upwards of $1500 USD; and 50 mL of anti-FLAG matrix costs nearly $10 000 USD. 

Almost all of these resins have only one functionality, making them an extra expense on top of 

the usual resins used for ion-exchange, hydrophobic, or size-exclusion chromatography. It would 

be beneficial to develop affinity tags that selectively bind these common, utilitarian resins. For 

example, a lectin from the mushroom Laetiporus sulphurous selectively bound size-exclusion 

resin Sepharose 4B for Sepharose-affinity chromatography [94].  

In a recent study, a ligand-binding domain from a bacterial adhesion protein was found to adsorb 

to Superdex size-exclusion resin [78]. The structure of this domain, from the oil-metabolizing 

Gram-negative bacterium Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus, resembled the PA14 beta-

sandwich-like folds found in certain yeast adhesins (Fig. 2.1A). Hence the bacterial protein is 

called MhPA14. The MhPA14 structure also revealed a glucose molecule in complex with the 

protein through coordination to a Ca2+ ion, similar to the binding of C-type lectins to their 

saccharide ligands [95]. This same Ca2+-coordination to vicinal hydroxyl groups on the sugar is 

likely responsible for MhPA14's binding to glucose moieties present in the resin matrix. Superdex 

200 is composed of cross-linked dextran, which is a polymer of glucose, joined together by α-1,6 

and α-1,3 glycosidic linkages [96].  
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Figure 2.1 MhPA14 domain has a sugar-binding functionality. (A) X-ray crystal structure of 

the MhPA14 domain (PDB: 6M8M). The protein structure in ribbon format (yellow) is shown 

bound to a glucose molecule (red) by Ca2+ ion-coordination (grey spheres). (B) Column 

chromatography of MhPA14 using Superdex 200 resin [78]. In separate chromatography steps, 

bound protein was subjected to elution by protein buffer (red), or gradients of 0–100 mM glucose 

(orange), or 0–5 mM EDTA (blue) and their elution monitored using absorbance at 280 nm. Void 

volume (Vo) and total column volume (Vt) are indicated with arrows. 
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MhPA14 could be eluted from the size-exclusion columns by adding either free glucose or EDTA 

(Fig. 2.1B). As eluents, glucose and EDTA work in different ways, producing differently shaped 

chromatograms [78]. Glucose competes with the resin to bind the MhPA14 domain, leading to an 

equilibrium between column and eluent that tends to spread the protein across a broad peak. 

EDTA destabilizes the protein-resin interaction by chelating Ca2+, the ion required for both 

glucose coordination and proper folding of the MhPA14 domain [78]. As such, the EDTA elution 

results in a sharper peak as compared to the glucose elution.  

The MhPA14 domain contains many of the essential traits required of fusion tags. It is highly 

expressible in Escherichia coli; it is thermostable at room temperature; and is of moderate size 

(~22 kDa). Additionally, the N and C termini are located on the opposite side from the sugar-

binding site, which minimizes steric clashes between the fused target proteins and the dextran-

based affinity resin. The most attractive attribute of the MhPA14 tag is that it can bind to several 

common size-exclusion resins. Most biochemistry and structural biology laboratories already use 

these size-exclusion resins for protein purification.  

Given these benefits, the MhPA14 domain was tested as an affinity tag for recombinant protein 

purification in E. coli expression systems. Two fusion proteins were tested: 1) Green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) linked to the N-terminus of the MhPA14 tag; and 2) the ice-binding domain (IBD) 

from the Marinomonas primoryensis ice-binding protein (MpIBP) linked to the MhPA14 C-

terminus by a TEV cut site. Both proteins were purified from cell lysates using a one-step 

dextran-affinity purification. This method proved to be superior to nickel-affinity 

chromatography for removing lysate impurities, and for separating the MhPA14 tag after TEV 

proteolysis. The results of these experiments demonstrate that the MhPA14 tag is a convenient 

and inexpensive method of affinity chromatography for recombinant protein expression and 

purification. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Design of fusion proteins 

The MhPA14 domain was fused onto two different proteins in order to test its efficacy as an 

affinity tag for purification. The first fusion contained GFP linked to the N-terminus of the 

MhPA14 tag by a simple GAG tripeptide spacer (Fig. 2.2A). It contained an N-terminal x6 His-

tag for nickel-affinity purification. The second fusion included the IBD from the M. primoryensis 

ice-binding protein fused to the C-terminus of the MhPA14 tag (Fig. 2.2B). These domains were 

linked by an internal 6x His-tag followed by a TEV cut-site and spacer residues. 

2.3.2 Dextran-affinity purification was superior to nickel-affinity chromatography 

Both fusion proteins were well expressed in E. coli BL-21 (DE3) cells, with large amounts of 

target protein visible in the lysate supernatant (Fig. 2.2C and D). The GFP-MhPA14 fusion at ~50 

kDa was by far the major band in the lysis supernatant fraction (lane Lys (S) in Fig. 2.2 C). There 

was a protein band at this size in the lysis pellet (Lys (P)), but its amount represented only a small 

fraction of the yield in the supernatant fraction. Similarly, the MhPA14-MpIBD fusion at ~65 kDa 

was also the major band in its lysis supernatant fraction (lane Lys (S) in Fig. 2.2D).  

As a basis for comparison with dextran-affinity chromatography, aliquots of both fusion proteins 

were subjected to nickel-affinity chromatography. For the GFP-MhPA14 purification the majority 

of unwanted proteins appeared in the flow-through fraction (lane FT of Fig. 2.2) with little to no 

loss of the target protein. GFP-MhPA14 was efficiently eluted by imidazole (lane E in Fig. 2.2C), 

but there were several faint impurity bands in the same fraction. The second fusion protein, 

MhPA14-MpIBD, saw an increase in contaminating protein in the elution fraction, particularly at 

~25 kDa (lane E in Fig. 2.2D). In addition, there was a distinct band at roughly 65-kDa present in 

the flow-through (lane FT), indicating that a fraction of MhPA14-MpIBD did not adhere to the 

column. This could be a result of the 6x His-tag being located in the linker region, whereby the 

fusion protein might sterically block the interaction of the His-tag-containing linker with the 
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resin. In each case, a single step of nickel-affinity chromatography was not sufficient to yield 

pure protein. 

Interestingly, both fusion proteins showed notable precipitation following elution. Solubilizing 

agents, including 20% glycerol, 0.5% Triton X-100, or 375 mM L-arginine, were added to the 

elution buffers to improve stability. After several days stored at 4 °C, the control (no additive), 

and 20% glycerol showed similar amounts of precipitation, while the 0.5% Triton X-100 visibly 

increased the amount of precipitate (not shown). Interestingly, no precipitate was found in the 375 

mM L-arginine condition. Therefore, when fusing the MhPA14 domain to a protein of interest, it 

is recommended to add 375 mM L-arginine to the elution conditions to avoid precipitation of the 

fusion protein. 
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Figure 2.2 Purification of the N- and C-terminal MhPA14 fusion proteins by nickel-affinity 

chromatography. (A) Design of the GFP-MhPA14 fusion protein. Green Fluorescent Protein 

(green) was linked to the N terminus of the MhPA14 domain (yellow) by a simple GAG 

tripeptide spacer. The fusion protein has an N-terminal x6 His-tag (red). (B) Design of the 

MhPA14-MpIBD fusion protein. The ice-binding domain (IBD) of MpIBP (light blue) was linked 

to the C-terminus of the MhPA14 domain (yellow) by a linker containing both a 6x His-tag (red) 

and a TEV cut site (dark blue). (C) Expression and His-tag affinity purification of the GFP-

MhPA14 fusion protein. SDS-PAGE of the lysate pellet (P) and supernatant (S) are shown 

alongside the flow-through (FT) and elution (E) fractions from nickel-affinity chromatography. 

The elution positions of protein markers are shown on the left. (D) Expression and His-tag 

affinity purification of the MhPA14-MpIBD fusion protein. SDS-PAGE of the lysate pellet (P) 

and supernatant (S) are shown alongside the flow-through (FT) and elution (E) fractions from 

nickel-affinity chromatography. Protein was loaded at 5 µg/lane except for the supernatant 

samples, which contained 7.5 µg. 
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2.3.3 MhPA14-tagged GFP allowed visual observation of dextran-affinity chromatography 

GFP-MhPA14 was used to visually evaluate MhPA14 as a dextran-binding domain. After 

incubation with various resins, centrifugation, and UV imaging, GFP-MhPA14 fusion protein 

bound to Superdex 200, Sephadex G100, and Sephacryl 200 resins, as shown by the fluorescent 

gel pellets, but did not bind to Sepharose (Fig. 2.3A). The former three resins contain dextran in 

some capacity [97–100], which enables the binding of GFP-MhPA14 to glucose residues. In 

contrast, Sepharose only contains agarose, which is composed of galactose and 2,6-anhydro-L-

galactopyranose monomers and no glucose moieties [101]. The binding capacity for the fusion 

protein was remarkably uniform for the three different dextran resins, ranging from 56.6 to 57.1 

mg protein/mL resin (Table 2.1). However, the price of these resins varies more than 10-fold and 

could factor in the choice of these equally effective products if they are not already present in the 

laboratory. The binding capacity of the resin might be reduced if the fusion protein is too large to 

enter the beads. The optimal pore size for the resin could be empirically determined once the 

molecular weight of the fusion protein is known.  

Table 2.1 Price and protein binding comparisons for three dextran-based matrices. 

Resin Cost ($/mL bed 

volume) 

Binding capacity (mg 

protein/mL resin) 

Superdex 200 5.75 57.1 

Sephacryl 200 1.10 56.6 

Sephadex G100 0.40 56.8 
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Selecting Superdex as a widely used size-exclusion resin, cell lysate supernatant containing GFP-

MhPA14 was loaded onto a 24-mL Superdex 200 column. The fusion protein visibly bound to the 

top few cm of the column, which indicated strong binding rather than merely retarded migration 

through the resin (left image Fig. 2.3B). Indeed, after washing with 200 mL of Protein buffer 

(approximately eight column volumes), there was no change in the color distribution at the top of 

the column (middle image Fig. 2.3B). The protein only began to migrate down the resin once 5 

mM EDTA elution buffer was passed through the column (right image Fig. 2.3B). This confirmed 

that the MhPA14 domain could be linked to the C-terminus of another protein without perturbing 

its affinity for dextran. In a typical experiment where 62.2 mg of GFP-MhPA14, which had been 

eluted from Ni-Agarose resin, was loaded onto the 24-mL Superdex 200 column, 57.0 mg of 

fusion protein was recovered (Table 2.2). This is at least a 93% recovery, since some of the 

proteins bound to Ni-Agarose would have been impurities (Fig. 2.2C). This recovery is 

particularly encouraging considering the bed volume is 20-times larger than that needed to bind 

that amount of fusion protein (Table 2.2).  

 

Table 2.2 Summary of GFP-MhPA14 fusion protein purification. 

Purification step Yield of protein (mg) 

Crude lysate 390 

Crude supernatant 

Pooled Ni-Agarose eluate 

273 

62.2 

Pooled dextran column eluate 57.0 
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Separate experiments using either EDTA or glucose as eluents were undertaken for the GFP-

MhPA14 fusion. Both efficiently removed the protein from the column. However, the protein 

peak with glucose was spread out over six 5-mL fractions, while the EDTA elution was contained 

within five fractions (Fig. 2.3C and D). This echoed the tighter elution of isolated MhPA14 seen 

with EDTA (Fig. 2.1B). The glucose elution of GFP-MhPA14 resulted in fractions containing up 

to three faint impurity bands (lanes 5–9 in Fig. 2.3C). The EDTA elution fractions were 

noticeably cleaner, with only one faint contaminating band present (lanes 6–10 in Fig. 2.3D). In 

contrast, several impurities were present with GFP-MhPA14 when using nickel-affinity 

chromatography (Fig. 2.2C). By comparison, dextran-affinity chromatography saw a marked 

improvement, with almost all of the contaminating proteins eluting in the flow-through.  

There is also value in having options for elution methods. EDTA has the benefit of producing a 

more concentrated product by restricting the protein to fewer fractions. Also, the addition of a 

chelating agent can inhibit proteolysis of labile regions by metalloproteases. Furthermore, the 

EDTA-treated MhPA14 domain has been shown to refold into its proper secondary structure after 

Ca2+ addition [16], meaning that additional rounds of purification can still be conducted 

following dialysis to remove EDTA. That being said, some calcium-binding proteins may not be 

able to regain their proper fold or function following denaturation [102,103] making the retention 

of Ca2+ during elution necessary. In these cases, EDTA elution could hamper future 

experimentation, making glucose the better choice. With this logic in mind, the dextran-affinity 

purification of the second fusion protein (MhPA14-MpIBD) was done with glucose as the eluent 

(Fig. 2.4A), because MpIBD requires calcium to fold properly [58]. The elution of the protein 

was spread over six fractions, but the purity of this ~65-kDa fusion protein (Fig. 2.4B) was 

greatly superior to that obtained with nickel-affinity chromatography (Fig. 2.2D). The purity of 

this fusion protein was comparable to that of GFP-MhPA14 (Fig. 2.3C and D), showing that both 

N- and C-terminal fusion proteins can be successfully purified and, as such, the MhPA14 tag can 
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be used on either end of the protein target to great effect. Dextran-affinity chromatography of 

both fusion proteins showed an improvement over nickel-affinity chromatography, removing 

almost all contaminants within a single step. As many affinity-tag methods – including MBP-

mediated amylose purification – require additional polishing steps like ion-exchange or size-

exclusion after the affinity-based capture step [83], this protocol of dextran-affinity offers an 

exceptional level of specificity. 
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Figure 2.3 Dextran-affinity purification of GFP-MhPA14 fusion protein. (A) GFP-MhPA14 

incubated with several different size-exclusion chromatography resins, spun down, and imaged 

under UV light. (B) Superdex 200 size-exclusion column with GFP-MhPA14 bound. Serial 

images are shown (left to right) above the amount of wash buffer and elution buffer (containing 

EDTA) that had passed through the column at the time of image capture. (C) Dextran-affinity 

purification of GFP-MhPA14 using a step to 100 mM glucose as eluting agent. The elution profile 

measuring A280 of each 5-mL fraction collected (green). Absorbance units are relative to the 

highest elution fraction. Alongside: SDS-PAGE analysis showing the flow-through (FT) and the 

elution fractions with high A280, alongside relevant molecular weight markers, all loaded at 5 µg 

of protein/lane. (D) Dextran-affinity purification of GFP-MhPA14 using a step to 5 mM EDTA as 

eluting agent. Other details are as described in (C) but with fractions 6 and 10 loaded at 2 µg of 

protein. 
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Figure 2.4 Affinity purification of MhPA14-MpIBD fusion protein. (A) Elution profile of the 

5-mL fractions collected from the dextran-based affinity purification of the fusion protein, eluted 

using a step to 100 mM glucose. Absorbance at 280 nm is presented relative to the highest elution 

fraction. (B) SDS-PAGE showing the flow through (FT) and elution fractions from the dextran-

affinity purification of the fusion protein. Peak fractions and FT were loaded at 5 µg protein per 

lane. Only fractions with substantial Absorbance at 280 nm are shown. 
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2.3.4 Cleavage and separation of the MhPA14 tag from MpIBD 

As a final proof of concept, the MhPA14 tag was cleaved off and purified from the MpIBD target. 

Overnight digestion with TEV protease at 4 °C was sufficient to completely cleave the 70-kDa 

fusion protein into its constituent domains as shown by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2.5B Post TEV). Three 

different affinity-based methods were tested for separating the two domains. In the first method, 

the cleaved fusion protein was loaded onto a Superdex 200 column. MpIBD flowed through the 

column as Peak 1, eluting at an apparent molecular weight ~10 kDa higher than expected due to 

its elongated structure, and MhPA14 was eluted in 5 mM EDTA as Peak 2 (Fig. 2.5A). Both 

peaks from this dextran-affinity purification contained pure protein (Fig. 2.5B, Superdex 200 

fractions 1 and 2). In the second method, since the MhPA14 domain retained the 6x His-tag after 

TEV proteolysis, the two domains were separated by nickel-affinity chromatography. The flow-

through contained pure MpIBD (Fig. 2.5B). However, a small amount of MpIBD bound to the 

nickel column and consequently eluted with MhPA14. In the third method, given the ice-binding 

properties of MpIBD, ice-shell purification was used to exclude the MhPA14 tag. After one round 

of ice-shell growth, more than 90% of the MpIBP was incorporated into the ice (I), along with a 

small amount of MhPA14 tag (Fig. 2.5B). The excluded liquid fraction held the bulk of the 

MhPA14 tag and a small amount of MpIBD that had not had a chance to be incorporated into the 

ice. Several ice-shell purifications are typically needed to fully extract ice-binding proteins from 

the liquid fraction and to remove impurities included in the ice fraction [97]. As such, it is likely 

that a second ice-shell would have completely purified the domains. However, to standardize the 

procedure for comparison purposes, only one round of each purification was performed after the 

proteolysis of MhPA14-MpIBD. Overall, dextran-affinity chromatography was the superior 

method for separating MpIBD from the MhPA14 affinity tag. The MpIBD was fully purified in 

Peak 1, with no detectable amounts bound to the Superdex 200 column. Given the ubiquity of 

size-exclusion resins in biochemistry labs, the MhPA14 domain is an inexpensive, versatile and 

robust affinity tag for recombinant protein purification. 
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Figure 2.5 Purification of MhPA14-MpIBD fusion protein domains after TEV protease 

cleavage. (A) Dextran-affinity purification of the released MhPA14 and MpIBD domains. Void 

volume (V0) and total column volume (Vt) along with the elution volumes of molecular weight 

markers used to calibrate the 24-mL Superdex 200 column are indicated with arrows. The portion 

of the chromatogram run with protein buffer is coloured purple, while the portion run with 5 mM 

EDTA step elution is coloured red. (B) SDS-PAGE analysis. Post TEV shows the extent of 

cleavage of the fusion protein. Lanes 1 and 2 of the dextran-affinity column elution correspond to 

Peak 1 and Peak 2, respectively. Lanes FT and E from the nickel-affinity chromatography are the 

flow-through and elution fractions. Lanes I and L from the ice-affinity purification represent the 

ice and liquid fractions, respectively. All lanes were loaded with 5 µg of protein. 
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2.4 Experimental procedures  

2.4.1 Molecular cloning of MhPA14-tagged fusion protein constructs  

The two MhPA14 fusion-tagged proteins were made as follows:  

1) For the GFP-MhPA14 fusion, a codon-optimized green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene was 

PCR amplified (Table 2.5) to add NdeI cut sites to both ends, as well as an extra Gly-Ala-Gly 

linker at the C-terminal end (codons GGT-GCA-GGT shown in grey in Table 2.5) added to the 

3′-end. The restriction sites for each primer are underlined in Table 2.5. This insert was ligated 

into a MhPA14-containing pET28a vector [16] using the 5ʹ NdeI cut site. Recombinant plasmids 

were verified and screened for the correct orientation of the GFP gene insertion by DNA 

sequencing. 

2) The MhPA14-MpIBD fusion was made by modifying a maltose-binding protein (MBP)-

containing pET16b vector, originally provided by the lab of Dr. Zongchao Jia [104]. The MBP-

encoding sequence from the vector was excised with Nco1 and replaced with MhPA14 DNA 

sequence amplified from the aforementioned pET28a construct to contain NcoI cut sites at both 

ends (Table 2.5). NdeI and XhoI sites were then used to place the MpIBD DNA sequence in the 

modified plasmid downstream of the MhPA14 gene. An oligonucleotide encoding a 6x His tag 

(blue) and Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) cut site (red) was synthesized and inserted between the 5ʹ 

end of MpIBD and the 3ʹ end of MhPA14 using NdeI and NcoI cut sites, respectively (Table 2.3). 

To achieve this insertion, the NcoI site 5′ of MhPA14 had to be rendered non-functional through 

site-directed mutagenesis. Construct DNA sequences were confirmed at the Robarts Research 

Institute DNA Sequencing Facility (Western University, London, ON). 
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Table 2.3 Primers used for acquiring GFP and MhPA14 inserts 

 

 

2.4.2 Expression of fusion proteins and nickel-affinity chromatography  

Both fusion proteins were expressed in the following manner. Single colonies were picked into 

25-mL cultures of LB Broth + 0.1 mg/mL antibiotic (kanamycin for GFP-MhPA14; ampicillin for 

MhPA14-MpIBD) and grown overnight at 37 °C. Overnight cultures were used to inoculate 1-L 

cultures, which were then grown at 37 °C until an OD600 of 0.9 was attained. IPTG was then 

added to a final concentration of 1 mM to induce protein expression at 23 °C, and the culture was 

kept growing overnight. E. coli cultures expressing the MhPA14 fusion proteins were spun down 

at 4500×g in a JS-4.2 rotor (Beckman Coulter) to yield ~3 g of packed cells per L. The medium 

was discarded, and the 3-g cell pellet resuspended in 25 mL of Ni Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 

9.0, 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM imidazole) along with a cOmplete™, Mini, EDTA-free 

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Tablet (Roche). The use of general protease inhibitors is optional but 

can be helpful in preventing cleavage of an exposed linker between two domains in a fusion 

protein. Cells were then lysed by sonication, and the resulting cell debris removed via 

centrifugation at ~30000×g in a JA-25.5 rotor (Beckman Coulter). The lysate supernatant was 

incubated with Ni-NTA agarose resin (Qiagen) to allow for His-tag binding. The resin was 
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packed into a column and washed at a flow rate of 3.3 mL/min with ~100 mL of Ni Buffer. The 

bound MhPA14 was then eluted at the same flow rate with Ni Buffer supplemented with 400 mM 

imidazole and 375 mM L-arginine. 

2.4.3 Dextran-affinity purification of fusion proteins 

E. coli cultures expressing either the GFP-MhPA14 or the MhPA14-MpIBD fusion proteins were 

spun down at 4500×g in a JS-4.2 rotor (Beckman Coulter). The bacterial pellets were 

resuspended in Protein Buffer, along with a protease inhibitor cocktail tablet (Roche), and the 

cells were lysed by sonication and spun as described above. A portion of the resulting lysate 

supernatant (5 mL) was then added to the top of a manually-packed Superdex 200 column (1 × 20 

cm) with a total column volume of ~24 mL that had been pre-equilibrated with Protein Buffer (20 

mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0, 150 mM NaCl, and 2 mM CaCl2). A peristaltic pump was used to pass the 

lysate through the column at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min, leaving the fusion proteins attached to the 

dextran-based resin in the process. This was followed by 200 mL of Protein Buffer (4 column 

volumes), after which the input solution was switched to Protein Buffer supplemented with 375 

mM L-arginine as a stabilizing agent, and either 5 mM EDTA or 100 mM glucose as eluents. 

Five-mL fractions were collected over a column volume of buffer and subsequently checked for 

protein content by Coomassie Blue-stained SDS-PAGE. 

2.4.4 Comparison of dextran-containing resin binding capacities 

The binding capacities of three different dextran-based resins for GFP-MhPA14 fusion protein 

were compared by incubating packed, hydrated resin (0.1 mL) with excess protein (7.5 mg/mL) 

in Protein Buffer (1 mL). After mixing for 1 min, the resin was spun down and the amount of 

unbound protein was subtracted from the total amount incubated with the resin. Recovery of this 

same fusion protein from the Superdex 200 column (24 mL) was assessed by loading the column 

with 62.2 mg of protein and eluting with 5 mM EDTA as described above.  
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2.4.5 TEV cleavage and separation of the MpIBP from the MhPA14 tag 

Purified MhPA14-MpIBD was incubated with TEV protease (produced in-house by the lab of Dr. 

Zongchao Jia) overnight at 4 °C using a 1:20 mass ratio of protease to target. The fusion protein 

was present at 1.5 mg/mL in Protein Buffer supplemented with 1 mM DTT. Three methods were 

tested to determine the optimal means of separating MpIBD from MhPA14: i) dextran-affinity 

chromatography; ii) nickel-affinity chromatography; iii) and ice shell-affinity purification. The 

first two methods were undertaken as described above, with EDTA used as the eluent for dextran-

affinity purification. The third method was done as described previously [20], with slight 

modifications. Briefly, a thin shell of ice was formed on the inside of a 100-mL round bottom 

flask by adding 20 mL of water to the flask and spinning quickly in a bath of dry ice and ethanol. 

After a minute of spinning, approximately 10 mL of water had been incorporated into an ice shell. 

This shell was incubated, while rotating, with 50 mL of TEV-cut MhPA14-MpIBD at −1.5 °C. 

After an hour, approximately half of the liquid fraction had been incorporated into the ice. Both 

ice and liquid fractions were concentrated using an Amicon centrifugal filter (Millipore) and 

subjected to SDS-PAGE, along with the fractions from the dextran- and nickel-affinity methods. 
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2.5 Footnotes  

Here I am addressing some concerns that came out of the thesis examination in point form rather 

than alter Chapter 2, which is a published manuscript.  

 

1. With regard to Fig. 2.2, quantitative assessment of band intensity could be done using 

densitometry. Future experiments should confirm the proportion of fusion protein in the 

lysate supernatant for each construct. 

2. With regard to the explanation for why MhPA14 does not bind to Sepharose, galactose, 

one of the components of this matrix, does not contain the trans, vicinal, equatorial 

hydroxyl groups that is required for MhPA14 binding [78].  

3. With regard to Table 2.2, quantitation of the GFP-MhPA14 fusion tag throughout 

purification could be done using fluorimetry at excitation and detection wavelengths of 

488 nm and 510 nm, respectively. It should be possible to assess their purification by 

quantifying fluorescence and mgs of protein to give a specific activity. 
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Chapter 3 

Structural characterization of a von Willebrand Factor domain in 

MapA from Pseudomonas fluorescens  

 

3.1 Abstract 

Plant growth-promoting bacteria form beneficial biofilms on plant root surfaces in the 

rhizosphere. One such organism, Pseudomonas fluorescens, uses two RTX adhesins, LapA and 

MapA, to form stable biofilms that out-compete plant pathogens and foster the uptake of nutrients 

from soil. While many studies have examined LapA-mediated surface attachment, much less is 

known about the structure and function of MapA. It was previously shown that MapA is 

expressed in conditions of high stress within the biofilm, and possibly facilitates cell-cell 

cohesion between P. fluorescens. In the present study, bioinformatic analyses and endogenous 

proteolysis were used to probe the ligand-binding region of MapA, which led to the production of 

a stable von Willebrand Factor A (vWFA) domain. The vWFA domain was crystallized and its 

structure solved to 1.8 Å, revealing a Rossman fold with a metal ion-dependent adhesion site that 

bound calcium. This conserved motif is hypothesized to bind extracellular matrix peptides for 

cellular cohesion. The human integrin homolog binds to collagen I. But given the low sequence 

identity shared with this homolog and the difference in their binding pockets, it is unlikely that 

MapA binds to this same target. Future studies should use pull-down assays and peptide arrays to 

identify MapA’s extracellular ligand. More information on this interaction could provide a better 

understanding of cellular cohesion within plant root biofilms.   
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3.2 Introduction  

P. fluorescens is a Gram-negative bacterium that forms biofilms on plant roots in the rhizosphere. 

This organism secretes pyoverdine in low iron conditions, which produces a fluorescent green 

color from which its species name is derived. This siderophore (iron chelator) helps P. 

fluorescens solubilize iron for uptake into the cell or nearby plant roots. For this reason, P. 

fluorescens is considered a plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria [105]. In addition to 

siderophores, P. fluorescens secretes antibiotics and hydrogen cyanide to counter and out-

compete plant pathogens and fungi. Through mutagenesis, the O’Toole’s lab determined several 

convergent pathways used to form biofilms by P. fluorescens [27]. One such mutant, which was 

produced by inserting a transposon into the lap gene cluster, which inhibited the irreversible 

surface attachment of P. fluorescens [38]. This gene cluster encoded the LapA adhesin and a 

T1SS. 

LapA is a 520-kDa RTX adhesion protein with an estimated 37 Ig-like repeats in its extender 

region [106]. This protein can bind to a few different surfaces. A deletion of the C-terminal 

region reduced attachment to hydrophilic surfaces like glass, and atomic force microscopy 

indicated that the extender domains might bind to hydrophobic surfaces like polyvinyl chloride 

[107]. Further bioinformatic analyses of this adhesin identified a putative vWFA peptide-binding 

domain in the C-terminal region. When this domain was knocked out, biofilm assays showed a 

reduction in attachment to sand - a model used for the soil environment [106]. While studies have 

not been performed specifically with plant roots, surface attachment using the vWFA could be 

involved in biofilm formation.  

The retention of LapA on the bacterial surface has been thoroughly examined. Inner membrane 

and periplasmic proteins LapG and LapD control the localization of LapA on the outer 

membrane. When there are high levels of phosphate in the cell (indicative of good growth 

conditions), cyclic di-GMP binds to LapD in the inner-membrane, which sequesters LapG 
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protease and prevents proteolysis of a double Ala motif at positions 108 and 109 that could 

potentially release the adhesin from the outer cell membrane [108]. Under low phosphate 

conditions, LapG is free to recognize the (Thr/Ala/Pro)-Ala-Ala-(Gly/Val) motif and cleave 

between the Ala residues. Additional work in vivo showed that LapG is promiscuous and can 

cleave alternative AA sites in the N terminus [106]. This proteolytic cleavage enables P. 

fluorescens to detach from the biofilm by shedding its LapA adhesin when resources are low. 

Intriguingly, this motif is conserved among many RTX adhesion proteins. An algorithm 

developed by the O’Toole group found the LapG consensus sequence in 500 large LapA-like 

ORFs with RTX motifs, in over 50 genera throughout the Proteobacteria [42].  

Recall that P. putida uses both LapA and LapF adhesins to form mature biofilms on plant roots. 

In a similar way, P. fluorescens uses the 300-kDa medium adhesion protein (MapA) to stabilize 

biofilms after the initial irreversible attachment [109]. Preliminary MapA knockouts did not 

perturb biofilm formation in regular growth conditions, presumably because LapA-mediated 

adhesion was intact. In typical growth media, both LapA knockouts and LapA-MapA double 

knockouts resulted in comparably low O.D.550 levels after the biofilms were solubilized in the 

wells. This indicated that MapA had no additional impact on biofilm formation. The growth 

conditions influenced MapA expression when experiments were repeated with arginine-

supplemented “KT” buffer. In this growth medium, MapA adhesion recovered some degree of 

biofilm structure in the LapA knockout. Like LapA, the MapA adhesin is expressed in high levels 

of phosphate and c-di-GMP within the cell. Fluorescence microscopy showed that MapA 

expression within the P. fluoresces biofilm was greatest at the point of attachment near the glass 

cover slip, where nutrients and oxygen would be lowest [109]. This agreed with previous data 

correlating cellular stress and RpoS levels to MapA expression.  

It is evident that P. fluorescens uses these adhesins at different points in the biofilm lifecycle. 

Like LapF in P. putida, MapA might facilitate cell-to-cell cohesion, however, it is currently 
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unknown to which ligand it attaches. A major gap in the literature is a lack of structural data 

informing the mechanism of this adhesion protein. MapA contains a predicted vWFA peptide-

binding domain in the C-terminal region. Determining the structure of this domain might help 

identify its ligand, and by extension, the surface it can bind to.  

While many RTX adhesins have been characterized by knockout mutations and biofilm-forming 

experiments, at the time of writing only three (MpIBP, SiiE, and MhLap) have published crystal 

structures in the protein data bank [37,50,78,110]. Given their tremendous size (300 to 1500 kDa) 

and asymmetry, it is unrealistic to expect to crystallize the entire adhesin as one molecule. Indeed, 

most structures in the PDB have molecular weights between 10 and 80 kDa [111]. To overcome 

this, Guo et al. applied the “dissect-and-build” approach with MpIBP; where the structures of 

small combinations of domains were solved and pieced together [37]. This methodology can be 

used because RTX adhesins are arranged as ’beads on a string’, where sequences of folded 

domains are separated by flexible linker regions. As such, the ‘beads’ can be expressed 

individually, with little dependence on the neighboring folds. 

Bioinformatics analyses can used to help predict the boundaries of these domains. However, even 

with programs like Phyre2 and NCBI BLAST, it can be difficult to determine where a fold ends 

and another begins [112,113]. When a domain is incorrectly predicted, the “bead” might not have 

enough residues to properly fold, which would undermine any attempts at crystallography (Fig. 

3.1). In summary, navigating the minefield of RTX adhesins could result in many insoluble 

targets, and therefore, a dearth of crystal structures. A trial-and-error “shotgun” approach seems 

appropriate here, however, a considerable amount of work is required to recombinantly clone and 

purify each construct. As an alternative, proteases can be used to select worthy domains for X-ray 

crystallography if larger constructs are available within the protein.  
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of domain mapping and consequences of the dissect-and-build 

approach with RTX adhesins. Four hypothetical domains from an adhesion protein are shown 

above. The circle, square, arrow, and pentagon represent individual domains separated by flexible 

linker regions (black lines). Potential scenarios from recombinant protein expression of the blue 

square are depicted below (folded or misfolded domains).  

 

Selective proteolysis could be used to identify stable domains and improve the chances of crystal 

formation. At sufficiently low concentrations, a protease will cleave recognition sites in solvent-

exposed linkers rather than cut sequences buried within tightly folded domains. A previous 

automated analysis indicated that linker regions are typically composed of Pro, Arg, Phe, Thr, 

Glu, and Gln residues [114]. Proteases should be selected to cleave between these residues; like 

trypsin for Arg, and chymotrypsin for Phe. Instead of solely expressing the target fold, a 

researcher could express a multi-domain construct, and degrade any unfolded/unstable regions 

that emerge from recombinant cloning. For example, Sturm et al. produced a mini-SiiE construct 

with the majority of the extender region removed. When proteinase K was added, the 97-kDa 

protein was trimmed to a stable and proteolytically resistant 30-kDa core. Mass spectrometry 
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showed that this fragment contained three repeat domains from the extender region. The resulting 

product was purified on a size-exclusion column and submitted to crystallization trials. Crystals 

were obtained and diffracted at 1.85 Å, revealing three BIg domains [110]. Limited proteolysis is 

effective because flexible linker regions and unstable domains are excised from the stable fold, 

which improves the chances of crystal formation. As a testament to this, Dong et al. subjected 69 

proteins that had not previously crystallized to in situ proteolysis with trypsin or chymotrypsin. 

When they added protease directly to the wells, ten of these proteins crystallized to a degree that 

permitted structure determination [115]. In light of this, incubating proteases directly with the 

crystal tray can be an effective strategy. 

Another example is the N-terminal region of MpIBP. The structure determination of three 

extracellular domains from RI (RIC) required a passive, yet rapid proteolytic approach. After one 

week of crystallization trials, endogenous proteases degraded the construct from 55 kDa to 35 

kDa [47]. This fragment formed protein crystals that diffracted to 2.0 Å. Although the N-terminal 

plug and the adjacent domains were lost, this approach showed how the removal of 

flexible/unstable domains can enable the growth of protein crystals. A similar result was observed 

with the Streptococcus agalactiae tip pilin, GBS104. A multi-domain segment encompassing the 

putative vWFA domain crystallized after 4 weeks, however, researchers solved a 40-kDa 

structure instead of the expected 72 kDa [116]. Importantly, the vWFA domain (containing two 

insert domains) remained intact while the C-terminal domains were proteolytically removed.  

For this P. fluorescens project, partial proteolysis was attempted with the ligand-binding region 

(LBR) of MapA . A Phyre2 homology search predicted a vWFA domain, a linker sequence, and 

three BIg domains spanning the C terminus. This assembly was expressed, purified, and 

submitted to endogenous proteolysis to determine the presence of stable domains for X-ray 

crystallography.  
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3.3 Results  

3.3.1 Bioinformatics analyses of the MapA C-terminal region predict a vWFA domain  

Bioinformatic analyses indicated that the MapA adhesin contained an N-terminal retention 

domain (RI) and an extender region with approximately 15 Ig-like repeats (RII) (Fig. 3.2). Phyre2 

homology software predicted that the first 190 residues of the RIII LBR formed a vWFA-like 

domain. The top matches originated from hydrolases, clotting factors, adhesins, and membrane 

receptors with 99-100% confidence and 20-23% sequence identity. This was followed by a short 

linker sequence, and three β-sandwich domains that corresponded to structural folds present in 

both an endo-fucoidan hydrolase from Mariniflexile fucanivorans, and a serine-rich adhesin from 

the Staphylococcus aureus serine-rich adhesin. These were predicted with 98% confidence, and 

the sequence identities were approximately 10 and 13%, respectively.  
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Figure 3.2 Predicted C-terminal domain architecture of the MapA adhesin. Domain mapping 

of the MapA primary sequence was done using BLAST, Pfam, and Phyre2 programs. RI is the N-

terminal membrane anchor, RII is the extender region (light blue), and RIII is the C-terminal 

LBR. RIII begins with a vWFA-like domain (green), followed by an unstructured linker sequence 

(dark blue), and three Ig-like domains (orange). Next is the typical RTX β-roll (grey) and the 

type-1 secretion signal (pink). The C-terminal construct (MapA-LBR) is indicated by the black 

line. 
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3.3.2 The MapA vWFA domain is stable against endogenous proteolysis 

The C-terminal domain map was used to produce a 55-kDa construct spanning the vWFA up to 

and including the 3rd Ig-like domain (55-kDa MapA-LBR) (Fig. 3.2). This protein was expressed 

and purified using nickel-NTA affinity and Q-Sepharose ion-exchange chromatographies. 

Following its purification, an aliquot of MapA-LBR was left on the benchtop to promote 

endogenous proteolysis. The starting sample showed an intense band at 55 kDa and what appear 

to be two degradation products below that were smaller by 10-15 kDa (Fig. 3.3A, Start).  Indeed, 

these lower-molecular-weight bands intensified after one day and decreased slightly in molecular 

weight, indicating that endogenous proteolysis was taking place. By the fifth day, the original 55-

kDa construct was no longer visible, and two major bands remained: one at 37 kDa (Band 1) and 

the other at 20 kDa (Band 2) (Fig. 3.3A). At 11 days of proteolysis, a doublet was observed at 37 

kDa, while the 20-kDa fragment remained a single band. The products from Day 7 were cut from 

the gel and digested with trypsin, followed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. Four peptides 

with masses from 1176.70 Da - 2936.43 Da were identified in Band 1 and were located in the 

vWFA domain and the first Ig-like domain (Figs. 3.3B & 3.3C). Two fragments were identified 

in Band 2 that came from the second and third Ig-like domains (Fig. 3.3B). These fragments had 

masses of 2870.09 Da and 715.44 Da, respectively. Given that the vWFA domain remained intact 

after 11 days on the benchtop, it was a suitable candidate for X-ray crystallography.  
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Figure 3.3 Endogenous proteolysis of MapA-LBR and identification of fragments. (A) SDS-

PAGE showing the degradation progress following its purification. An aliquot of post-

purification MapA-LBR (Start) was left on the benchtop (10 mg/mL) and samples were taken on 

days 1, 5, 7, 9, and 11. Volumes of 2.5 uL were loaded in each lane. Bands 1 and 2 correspond to 

the stable 37- and 20-kDa products, respectively. (B) Tryptic MALDI mass spectrometry analysis 

of SDS-PAGE products. Boxes corresponding to fragments determined from Band 1 (magenta) 

and Band 2 (red) are overlaid on the primary sequence of the original MapA-LBR construct. The 

primary sequence consists of a predicted vWFA-like domain (green), a linker region (blue), and 

three Ig-like domains (orange, 2nd Ig is bolded). Tryptic cut sites after Arg and Lys are coloured 

black. (C) Table of molecular weights of fragments and corresponding residue numbers resulting 

from tryptic MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. 
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3.3.3 The crystal structure of MapA-vWFA reveals an α/β Rossman fold with a Ca2+-

binding adhesion site  

A codon-optimized gene sequence for the predicted vWFA domain from the previous experiment 

was cloned into a PET-28a vector and expressed in BL-21 (DE3) E. coli cells. The recombinant 

protein was subsequently purified by nickel-NTA affinity and Superdex 75 size-exclusion 

chromatographies. This protein was highly expressed with a yield of 75 mg/1 L culture and was 

used in crystallization trials. After 1.5 months at 90 mg/mL, needle-like protein crystals with a 

length of 0.2 mm were observed in microbatch trays in 0.1 M calcium acetate, 0.1 M sodium 

cacodylate (pH 5.5), and 12% (w/v) PEG 8000. The crystals diffracted on the home source X-ray 

beam to 2.6-Å resolution, and the structure was solved by single-wavelength anomalous 

dispersion from three calcium ions per protein. 

Three molecules were observed in each asymmetric unit. The MapA vWFA domain has a classic 

α/β Rossman fold with alternating α-helices and β-strands (Fig. 3.4). Six α-helices are exposed to 

the solvent while six β-strands form the core. The N terminus is a sequence of conserved 

hydrophobic amino acids forming the first β-strand (#1). Next is a conserved loop region (orange) 

connecting to α-helix (#2). This loop sequence contains a metal-ion dependent adhesion site 

(MIDAS) that binds to divalent metal ions. S14 and S16 of the MIDAS directly coordinate Ca2+, 

while the lower D12 contributes negative charge to the putative binding pocket and helps position 

a water that also coordinates the Ca2+ (Fig. 3.4, expanded region). A conserved S(T)DGxP motif 

(magenta) between beta strand #7 and alpha helix #8 uses D117 to interact with the other side of 

Ca2+, completing a triangular-like coordination with S14 and S16. This coordination was not 

observed in the Phyre2 model, since the calcium was not included in the predicted structure. The 

loop regions were consistent between the model and the experimental structure, however, alpha 

helices #6 and #8 were longer than predicted. 
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Figure 3.4 X-ray crystal structure of the MapA C-terminal vWFA-like domain. The protein 

(green) is depicted with three calcium ions (gold) bound in the structure. A conserved MIDAS 

motif is shown in orange, including the sidechains of D10, S12, and S14. An S(T)DGxP motif 

and sidechain D115 are colored magenta, with a conserved T84 in cyan. Oxygen atoms of 

residues in the expanded region are displayed in red, water molecules are colored blue. Six α-

helices and six β-strands are labeled #1-12 and numbered from N to C terminus. 
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3.3.4 A Ca2+-binding site is assembled by conserved motifs in vWFA domains  

A sequence alignment of vWFA-like domains was performed with homologs from other RTX 

adhesins, a pilus adhesin, and the human integrin alpha 2 I-domain. As expected, three critical 

residues (D10, S12, and S14) were highly conserved within the MIDAS (Fig. 3.5). In the MapA 

structure, both S12 and S14 directly coordinated the calcium ion, and D10 formed the base of the 

pocket (Fig. 3.4). While the second residue (11) of the MIDAS was not conserved, the fourth 

position (13) was either a glycine or asparagine. The vWFA-like domains from GBS104 and 

human integrin were the only folds with asparagine in the MIDAS, and both have exhibited 

binding to ECM proteins. Interestingly, this asparagine formed contacts with a collagen tripeptide 

in a ligand-bound structure of integrin alpha 2 I-domain [55]. On the other hand, lacking this 

asparagine does not prohibit the binding of vWFA domains to ECM proteins. The AhLap vWFA 

contains glycine at this position and also shows an affinity for ECM ligands [Ye and Vance, 

personal communication]. 

A few hydrophobic amino acids are conserved after the MIDAS, although no clear pattern was 

established. In MapA, these residues were present in β-sheets forming the hydrophobic core. 

Thereafter, a conserved threonine residue (T84) in a loop between helices 5 and 6 was observed 

in all vWFA domains in the alignment (Fig. 3.5). The sidechain hydroxyl faced the calcium ion in 

the MapA structure; however, it did not form direct polar contacts (Fig. 3.4). This residue could 

contribute to the overall structure of the ligand binding pocket. The final region was a T(S)DGxP 

sequence with a conserved Asp residue present in all vWFA domains (Fig. 3.5, magenta box).  In 

the MapA structure, this amino acid (D115) coordinates the calcium ion, along with S10 and S12. 

The conserved glycine and proline residues contributed to the kinked loop (Fig. 3.4, magenta). 

Structural data from human integrin alpha 2 (PDB: 1DZI) showed that analogous T84 and D115 

residues functioned in an opposite manner: T84 formed polar interactions with the central metal 

ion, while D115 was outside of this range. Aside from polar residues near the metal ions, there 
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was little sequence conservation in the hydrophobic core, and in most loop regions connecting α-

helices and β-strands.   

 
 

Figure 3.5 Sequence alignment of vWFA-like domains from additional bacterial adhesion 

proteins and human integrin. The MapA vWFA-like domain was aligned against the same fold 

in human integrin alpha 2, LapA (P. fluorescens) (UniProtKB: Q3KK29), AhLap (A. hydrophila) 

(NCBI: WP_123785039), an RTX adhesin from V. vulnificus (NCBI: WP_130196393), RtxA (L. 

pneumophila) (NCBI: WP_080124635), and the GBS104 pilus (S. agalactiae) (NCBI: 

WP_079443538). Residue similarity is indicated as follows; match (*), high similarity (:), low 

similarity (.). The residues are highlighted as follows: hydrophobic (blue), polar (green), acidic 

(grey), basic (pink), Pro (yellow), Gly (orange), Tyr (teal), Cys (salmon), Insert domains from 

AhLap and GBS104 that did not contribute to the Rossman fold were removed. The conserved 

MIDAS and T(S)DGxP sites are shown in orange and magenta boxes, respectively.  
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3.3.5 The MapA vWFA likely binds to small ligands for cellular cohesion  

Surface representations of vWFA domains from MapA, GBS104, and the human integrin alpha 2 

were visualized to compare binding pockets near the MIDAS (Fig. 3.6, red circles). MapA 

(green) and integrin (yellow) exhibited spherical-like shapes, while the larger GBS104 (grey) 

contained two additional insert domains (Fig. 3.6A, B, & C). The low sequence identity shared 

between loop regions can be appreciated here. MapA accommodated a shallow and narrow cleft 

at the top, which could enable the entry of small peptide ligands (Fig. 3.6A). This was contrasted 

by the wider and deeper pockets of GBS104 and human integrin (Fig. 3.6B & C). The overall 

shape of these regions could influence the type of binding partner for each vWFA. Structural data 

showed that a collagen tripeptide fitted into the large binding pocket of integrin (Fig. 3.6D). It is 

doubtful that the same ligand would fit into the small MapA cleft. Given the low sequence 

similarities and variable pocket shapes, it is unlikely that MapA vWFA binds to the same ligand 

as human integrin.  
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Figure 3.6 Surface representation of MapA, GBS104, and human integrin alpha 2 vWFA-

like domains. A structural alignment was performed with surface displays of (A) the X-ray 

crystal structure of MapA, (B) the GBS104 pilus from S. agalactiae (PDB: 3TVY), (C) and the 

human integrin alpha 2 (PDB: 1DZI). The vWFA from integrin was rotated 90° counter 

clockwise in order to visualize the binding pocket. Red circles indicate the cleft from loop regions 

and the MIDAS. (D) Enhanced view of the integrin binding pocket with a 21-residue collagen 

trimer shown as green wires (cyan, PDB: 1DZI). The calcium ion and nitrogen atoms are blue, 

and the oxygen atoms are displayed in red. 
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3.4 Discussion  

3.4.1 Partial proteolysis as a useful strategy for adhesin structural characterization 

Structure determination of ligand-binding regions from RTX adhesins can provide insight into the 

mechanism of adhesin-mediated biofilm formation. This region can be challenging to study 

because of unclear domain boundaries, novel folds that defy bioinformatic analysis, and flexible 

linker sequences between domains that hamper the crystallization process. In this chapter, I used 

partial proteolysis to mitigate the difficulties inherent to adhesin structural determination. By 

promoting a partial digestion of large constructs encompassing the entire ligand-binding region, 

we were able to remove flexible linker segments and unstable domains, leaving behind only the 

stable domains more likely to crystallize. As opposed to bioinformatics-informed trial-and-error 

approaches, partial proteolysis is a practical approach for trimming constructs down to their most 

stable length.  

For MapA, endogenous proteases were able to degrade the ligand-binding domain into two major 

fragments over the course of approximately five days at room temperature. This rapid degradation 

suggests that the ligand-binding region contains flexible regions susceptible to proteolytic 

cleavage. Such regions would make the crystallization of the whole MapA-LBR unlikely, both 

because of continued degradation and as a hurdle for the production of stable, homogenous 

crystal contacts.    

Following the formation of stable and potentially crystallizable fragments via proteolysis, mass 

spectrometry can be used to identify the fragment. Depending on the characteristics of the 

fragment, identification by mass can be clear and definitive, as was the case for MapA’s Band 1, 

in which tryptic peptides corresponding to the predicted vWFA domain were found. The 

identification of Band 2 by mass spectrometry rests on the two peptides that were determined 

within the middle Ig domain. For difficult fragments such as Band 2, inclusion of Edman 

degradation N-terminal sequencing in addition to more extensive mass spectrometry analysis by 
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additional proteases, would help identification. Assigning the N-terminal residue of Band 2 in 

conjunction with an accurate molecular weight would identify the sequence and the putative 

domains in that fragment. There is the possibility that partial proteolysis will generate more than 

one N or C terminus within the band, where additional masses for the fragment would indicate 

this. If there is more than one N terminus this can often be determined by Edman degradation as a 

second sequence, particularly when the abundance of the two products is different and is reflected 

in the yield of the different PTH-amino acids released by sequencing.  

One of the disadvantages of partial proteolysis is that some structural information can be lost 

when flexible domains are proteolyzed. This issue was previously encountered by Guo et al., with 

the RI N-terminal retention region from MpIBP [47]. The middle RIM domain was rapidly 

degraded during its crystallization and only the structure of the three C-terminal domains (RIC) 

was determined. To overcome this issue, the original intact RI construct was analyzed by SEC-

SAXS, and the previously solved structures of the flanking RIN and RIC were placed into the 

envelope, revealing a flexible cylindrical shape in the middle (RIM). A similar approach could be 

attempted with the entire MapA-LBR construct, revealing the macrostructure of the solved 

vWFA domain in relation to the surrounding domains.  

3.4.2 Phylogenetic distribution of vWFA domains   

vWFA domains are named after the A domains in the von Willebrand Factor (A1, A2, and A3) 

[52,117].  They are commonly located in the extracellular proteins of eukaryotic organisms and 

enable binding to platelets and collagen. vWFA domains have been mainly characterized in the α 

and β subunits of integrin receptors, which facilitate cell-cell cohesion by binding to ECM 

proteins [118]. vWFA domains within integrin α subunits have a conserved MIDAS motif, which 

coordinates a metal ion that binds to carboxyl groups on peptides [119]. The mutation of an Asp 

to Ala in the MIDAS of human integrin α 1 resulted in reduced binding to collagen I [120]. These 

α subunit vWFAs are restricted to metazoan vertebrates and some primitive chordates. By 
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contrast, the β subunit vWFA is prevalent in all metazoans [121]. All integrin β subunits include a 

vWFA domain, although the MIDAS is imperfectly conserved (DxSxS is present, but the 

additional T and D are not). Still, this motif is critical for the function of integrin β subunits. The 

mutation of any β-subunit DxSxS residues to Ala resulted in the loss of ligand recognition in 

human integrins LFA-1 and MAC-1 [122]. Interestingly, phylogenetics analyses indicate that 

some intracellular vWFA domains are found ubiquitously among eukaryotes. It has been 

hypothesized that these intracellular domains are precursors to their extracellular counterparts 

[121]. Unlike the extracellular vWFAs, the MIDAS motif not conserved for ancient intracellular 

vWFAs, so it is plausible that a divergence occurred before their incorporation on the 

extracellular surface.  

Some bacterial species use vWFA domains in their lifecycle. Eighty percent of these vWFAs 

include at least an imperfect MIDAS, which suggests that they originate from intracellular 

eukaryotic vWFAs [121]. While inter-domain lateral gene transfer is uncommon, it is possible for 

single exons to be introduced to host bacterial cells [123]. As a testament to this phenomenon, 

there are over 100 eukaryotic-like proteins encoded by L. pneumophila [124].  Unlike eukaryote 

species, fewer bacteria are predicted to contain this Rossmann fold in their genomes. In a survey 

of 53 bacterial genomes only half showed evidence of a vWFA domain, and many were not 

orthologs or descendants of one another [121]. As a result, it is hypothesized that these domains 

have originally been acquired through horizontal gene transfer from eukaryotes to bacteria. One 

such example is a vWFA domain from poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase belonging to a family of 

extracellular trypsin inhibitor proteins. This domain is only found in chordates, except for a single 

predicted protein in Cyanobacterium anabaena. The predicted vWFA domain in C. anabaena 

clusters with two classes of the eukaryotic trypsin inhibitor family (vPARP and Q9BVH8) with 

100% bootstrap support [121].  
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The origin of the vWFA domains found in RTX adhesins is harder to pin down. Despite the 

conserved MIDAS, MapA’s vWFA only shares 23 % sequence identity with human integrin. The 

closest relatives to the MapA’s vWFA domain come from similar large type-1 secreted adhesins 

from soil-inhabiting Pseudomonads, which often share 90-99% sequence identity. The plant 

pathogen, Pseudomonas syringae, was a top match for vWFA domains from both MapA- and 

LapA-like adhesins. Interestingly, a BLAST search showed that many soil-dwelling 

Pseudomonads genomes contain both a MapA-like and a LapA-like RTX adhesin. The 

complementary roles these proteins may have in biofilm formation have yet to be determined.  

A more distantly-related relative to MapA’s vWFA is found in the L. pneumophila human 

pathogen. The RtxA adhesin contains a 45%-identical vWFA, which is linked to the adhesin’s 

role in epithelial and monocyte colonization [72]. Despite the moderately-conserved sequence 

identity, the vWFA domains from MapA and RtxA are incorporated into bacteria from 

completely different niches and with different survival strategies. As such, it is not clear what 

environmental attributes selects for incorporation of the RTX C-terminal vWFA domain. Perhaps 

the domains offer a less-specific peptide-peptide binding for more promiscuous interaction with 

the environment, or perhaps subtle structural changes at the ligand-binding site ready the domain 

for different roles between species.  

3.4.3 Incorporation of vWFAs into RTX adhesins  

The ligand-binding regions of RTX adhesins show a degree of ‘domain shuffling’ between 

species. Looking at the C-terminal regions for some well-studied RTX adhesins (i.e. MpIBP, 

AhLap/RmpA, MhLap, FrhA, LapA, LapF, MapA, SiiE and RtxA), four contain a confirmed 

vWFA, two contain a PA14 carbohydrate-binding domain, and two contain a PBD. Other 

potential ligand-binding folds likely remain undiscovered within these regions. The shuffling of 

domains between species is likely the result of different environmental requirements. Yet how 

this region is so readily genetically altered remains unclear. Perhaps the repetitive nature of the 
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reoccurring beta-sandwich domains and RTX repeats provides a level of genetic malleability 

through recombination events.  

Structurally, the vWFA domain is an ideal target for swapping and integration, being small and 

stable, with N and C termini in close proximity (Fig. 3.4). The closeness of the termini means that 

domain addition or removal would not disrupt the overall ‘beads-on-a-string’ architecture of the 

RTX adhesin; this same attribute is found in both the PA14 domain and PBD [37,78]. 

Functionally, given vWFA domains’ predilection for fostering protein-protein interactions, it is 

likely that P. fluorescens and other bacteria integrate the vWFA domain into the C-terminal 

region of RTX adhesins for either colonization or inter-bacterial contacts in biofilm formation. In 

terms of potential ligands, the small cleft in MapA vWFA and the low sequence identity shared 

with integrin suggests that it does not bind to the same ligand (i.e. collagen tripeptides). For 

example, integrin alpha 2 (PDB: 1DZI) makes polar contacts with the collagen tripeptide using 

Asn and Tyr residues within, and after the MIDAS, respectively [55]. On the contrary, MapA 

contains Gly and Ala residues at these positions (Fig. 3.5). In addition, the surface representation 

of integrin shows a deep, wide pocket that accommodates the collagen ligand, which is not 

observed in MapA. (Fig 3.6). If MapA does contribute to cell-cell cohesion (which appears to be 

the case from preliminary in vivo analysis), the vWFA could be involved in binding to 

extracellular peptides, either on the outer membrane of the bacteria or as part of the biofilm 

matrix.  

Future work to identify the MapA vWFA domain’s ligands will use peptide arrays specific to 

extracellular membrane proteins of P. fluorescens. A previous screen of 262 outer-membrane 

proteins from P. aeruginosa was produced using a nucleic acid-programmable protein array 

[125]. After identifying all the outer-membrane candidates through bioinformatics, the DNA 

encoding each membrane protein was placed into a separate expression vector and captured onto 

the array surface. At the time of the experiment, the protein was produced in situ using a cell-free 
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protein expression system, and the C-terminal tag of each protein was immediately captured by 

immobilized antibodies. In this way, protein purification was not required, and the typical 

aggregation of membrane-bound proteins was avoided. While this type of experiment requires 

immense time and resources, a small-scale study of 30 extracellular proteins from P. fluorescens 

could be screened and expanded on using this methodology. Characterizing the binding partner of 

MapA is essential for understanding its role in the lifecycle of P. fluorescens and could be used to 

strengthen its colonization in the rhizosphere.   

3.5 Experimental procedures 

3.5.1 Molecular cloning and expression of 55-kDa MapA-LBR  

A codon-optimized gene for 55-kDa MapA-LBR was synthesized by GeneArt for protein 

expression in Escherichia coli. This gene was submitted to a restriction digest with enzymes NdeI 

(5ʹ end) and XhoI (3ʹ end) for ligation into a pET28a vector, which added the N-terminal His tag. 

The ligated plasmid was transformed into Top10 cells, and positive clones were identified by 

restriction digestion and DNA sequencing (Robarts Research Institute, London, Ontario, Canada). 

Positive clones with the proper sequence were electroporated into BL-21 (DE3) cells. A single 

colony was added to 25 mL of LB Broth in 0.1 mg/mL kanamycin antibiotic, and grown 

overnight in a shaking incubator at 37 °C. The resulting culture was added to 1L of LB Broth and 

grown in similar conditions until an OD600 of 0.85 was reached. IPTG was added up to a 

concentration of 1 mM for overnight protein induction at 23 °C in the shaking incubator.  

3.5.2 Purification of 55-kDa MapA-LBR  

The 1-L culture was spun down at 4500 x g in a JS-4.2 rotor (Beckman Coulter). The supernatant 

was decanted, and the cell-based pellet was resuspended in 25 mL of Ni Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl 

(pH 9.0), 500 mM NaCl. 2 mM CaCl2, 5 mM imidazole) with a dissolved cOmpleteTM EDTA-

free broad-spectrum protease inhibitor (Roche). The resuspension was sonicated and spun down 
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at 21002 x g (JLA 25.5 rotor). The resulting supernatant was incubated with 5 mL nickel NTA 

agarose resin using the batch separation method. The resin was allowed to settle, the supernatant 

was decanted, and the resin was poured into a column. The column was washed with 100-mL 

volumes of Ni buffer, and the protein was eluted in Ni Buffer with 400 mM imidazole added. The 

elution was collected over three 6-mL fractions. The pooled 18 mL was diluted to 80 mL using 20 

mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 2 mM CaCl2. This solution was syringe-filtered and loaded onto a High-

Load Q-Sepharose column (GE Healthcare) at 1.5 mL/min. After loading, the MapA-LBR 

construct was eluted using a salt gradient from 0 to 1 M NaCl in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 2 mM 

CaCl2; at 3 mL/min. Fractions with a 280 nm absorbance peak were saved and tested for purity 

using SDS-PAGE. Fractions containing Map-LBR were pooled and buffer exchanged into 20 

mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 200 mM NaCl, and 2 mM CaCl2. 

3.5.3 MapA-LBR endogenous proteolysis and MALDI identification  

A 200-µL aliquot of purified MapA-LBR at 10 mg/mL was left on the benchtop for 11 days. 10-

uL samples were taken every two days and frozen at -20 °C. Samples were thawed and analyzed 

by SDS-PAGE to assess the extent of proteolysis. Target bands were excised from the gel and 

digested with trypsin as performed in Guo et al. 2012 [126]. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 

was executed as described in DeFalco et al. 2010 [127], with the following modifications. Peptide 

standards composed of angiotensin I (1296.687 Da), fibrinopeptide B (1570.677 Da), renin 

(1758.933 Da) and adrenocorticotropic hormone (2465.199 Da) were spotted onto the target 

plate. Spectra were acquired in positive-ion reflector mode. Two hundred laser shots were 

averaged per spectrum. The mass range scanned was approximately 1000 to 3000 Da.   
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3.5.4 Molecular cloning, expression, and purification of MapA-vWFA  

The molecular cloning and protein expression were performed as stated above. The only variation 

was the final protein purification step. After Ni-NTA purification, the 18-mL elution was 

concentrated to 5 mL and buffer exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

EDTA. MapA-vWFA was loaded onto a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex-75 size-exclusion column (GE 

Healthcare) and assessed by 10% SDS PAGE for purity. Fractions containing MapA-vWFA were 

pooled and buffer exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2.  

3.5.5 X-ray crystallography and structure determination of MapA-vWFA  

The microbatch method was used to test several crystallization conditions (Qiagen). MapA-

vWFA was concentrated to 90 mg/mL and its absorbance at 280 nm was measured using a 

Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Protein was mixed with crystallization 

solutions (2 µL:2 µL) in Greiner 673101 96-well Imp@ct Plates (Hampton Research) with 12 µL 

of 100% Parrafin oil to cover the drop. Long, needle-like crystals were observed after 1.5 months 

of incubation at room temperature in 0.1 M calcium acetate, 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (pH 5.5), 

and 12% (w/v) PEG 8000. Some crystals were flash-frozen and stored in 20% (v/v) ethylene 

glycol and 80% (v/v) of the precipitant condition. Data from other crystals were directly collected 

using a home source diffractometer (Rigaku MicroMax – 007HF X-ray source coupled to a R-

AXIS IV++ detector) from Dr. John Allingham’s lab. Diffraction images were indexed and 

integrated with XDS [128] and scaled with CCP4-Aimless [129]. Phenix-AutoSol was used to 

solve the structure with single-wavelength anomalous dispersion from calcium ions [130]. The 

first model was made using Phenix-Autobuild [131] and modified with Coot [132]. Flash-frozen 

crystals were sent to the Canadian Light Source for remote data collection on the CMCF-ID 

beamline. These data were processed as stated above, and the structure was solved by molecular 

replacement with CCP4-Phaser [133,134] using the previous structure from AutoSol. Additional 

rounds of refinement were performed with Phenix-Refine [135].  
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Chapter 4 

Structural characterization of an erythrocyte-binding domain from 

Vibrio cholerae 

4.1 Abstract  

Vibrio cholerae cells transition between a free planktonic state and a sessile biofilm to facilitate 

its colonization and infection of host cells. Specifically, a 230-kDa FrhA adhesin promotes 

binding to chitin, epithelial cells, and erythrocytes in this bacterium’s pathogenic lifecycle.  

Previous work has localized the attachment and agglutination of erythrocytes by V. cholerae to a 

peptide-binding domain (PBD) in the FrhA ligand-binding region. Bioinformatics analyses 

indicate that this domain is 65% identical to the PBD in the Marinomonas primoryensis ice-

binding protein, which binds M. primoryensis to Chaetoceros neogracile diatoms underneath 

Antarctic ice. Selective proteolysis of the 150-kDa C-terminal region of FrhA revealed a stable 

70-kDa fragment containing the PBD. Using this information, an internal 35-kDa PBD was 

produced and co-crystallized with a small nanomolar-affinity pentapeptide developed by Dr. 

Shuaiqi Guo. The 2.0-Å crystal structure revealed a split bacterial immunoglobulin-like domain 

leading into an oblong β-sandwich domain with a peptide-binding site at the outer tip. 

Importantly, this peptide was capable of blocking the attachment of V. cholerae to erythrocytes at 

concentrations of 600 nM. This work has paved the way to pursue anti-adhesion strategies to treat 

V. cholerae infections without the use of antibiotics. Future work will structurally characterize the 

other ligand-binding folds in FrhA and identify their binding partners on erythrocytes and 

epithelial cells. 
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4.2 Introduction  

V. cholerae forms biofilms on chitinous surfaces in aquatic environments as part of their 

pathogenic lifecycle [136]. The Gram-negative bacterium is typically spread by consuming food 

and water contaminated with fecal matter.  If untreated water or undercooked food are ingested, 

this pathogen can attach to human intestinal epithelial cells and cause cholera disease. Upon 

attachment, cholera toxin is secreted and binds to the GM1 Ganglioside receptor, and causes ions 

and water to evacuate the cell [137]. If left untreated, rapid dehydration from the diarrhea can kill 

the infected person within a day. The World Health Organization estimates that 1.4 to 4.0 million 

cases occur each year and result in up to 120 000 deaths each year [138]. Global Health 

Observatory data show that cases are prevalent in India and Southeast Asia, Africa, and regions 

of Latin America.  Cooler water and good sanitation help temperate regions avoid Vibrio 

outbreaks. However, the risk to traditionally cooler regions is now increasing with the rise in 

global temperatures [139–142].  

V. cholera in a sessile biofilm requires a lower infectious dose than planktonic cells [143]. The 

biofilm confers two advantages: the EPS matrix helps shield bacteria from low pH in the stomach 

[144], and microcolonies of V. cholerae can enter a hyperinfectious state after shedding from the 

matrix [143][145]. Once they reach the small intestine, they detach from the colony, increase 

motility, and breach the epithelial mucosal layer. When their motility was inhibited, there was 

reduced attachment and monolayer formation on abiotic surfaces and epithelial cells [146–149]. 

Another study showed that partial colonization was restored to nonmotile mutants when mice 

were treated with a mucolytic agent, suggesting that motility was needed to traverse the 

protective mucus barrier atop the epithelial cells [150].  

Once V. cholerae penetrates the mucus barrier, they can attach to intestinal epithelial tissue using 

a variety of adhesins. Multivalent adhesion molecule 7 (MAM7) is considered a general adhesion 

factor that is employed in the initial reversible steps [151]. This integral outer-membrane protein 
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is anchored by a transmembrane domain and uses seven tandem entry domains for adhesion to 

surfaces. A deletion of MAM7 resulted in a 50% reduction in attachment to 3T3 mouse 

embryonic fibroblast cells. N-Acetylglucosamine-binding protein (GbpA) facilitates the binding 

of V. cholerae to glycoproteins and glycolipids containing GlcNAc moieties [152]. This four-

domain protein is exported by the type 2 secretion system and is attached to the outer pili. A 

knockout of GbpA resulted in only 50% of V. cholerae attaching to mouse epithelial cells and 

chitin, as compared to wild type. Interestingly, a previous study suggested that the flagellum and 

LPS cooperated as adhesion molecules for attachment, although they did not observe direct 

binding via the flagellum [153]. Given the putative link between motility and virulence, it was 

possible that other gene products were being controlled along with flagellum gene expression.  

Through transcriptional analysis, the Klose lab determined that expression of flagellar genes was 

controlled by a four-tiered hierarchy [154]. The alternate sigma factor σ54 regulates flagellar 

synthesis and is a Class I gene in the hierarchy, along with the σ54-dependent “master regulator” 

FlrA (Fig. 4.1). These Class I genes upregulate Class II genes, then Class III genes, and 

subsequently Class IV genes (Fig. 4.1) [154,155]. Syed et al. performed microarray analyses to 

observe the transcription profiles of motile and nonmotile mutants of V. cholerae [154]. 

Virulence factors like the GbpA adhesin, hemolysins, and the T6SS were increased in nonmotile 

mutants lacking the alternate sigma factor σ54. Additionally, the same nonmotile mutants could 

not easily attach to erythrocytes and agglutinate them (hemagglutination), as seen in the wild 

type. This was attributed to the decreased expression of a predicted RTX adhesin, along with the 

outer pore of a T1SS. When either of these genes were knocked out, the hemagglutination of 

erythrocytes was completely inhibited. Therefore, this adhesin was called the flagellum-regulated 

hemagglutinin A (FrhA).  

As observed in the LapA and MapA adhesins, the expression of FrhA was controlled by levels of 

c-di-GMP, which were also affected by the flagellar-regulatory hierarchy.  
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Figure 4.1 Proposed influence of the flagellar regulatory hierarchy on V. cholerae behavior 

within the intestine. Class I flagellar genes, FlrA and σ54, upregulate Class II genes. The Class II 

FlrC-P upregulates Class III genes. Of these, the alternate sigma factor σ28 activates Class IV 

flagellar genes, including c-di-GMP synthase (CdgD) and FrhA, which facilitate initial cell 

adhesion. Correspondingly, σ28 inhibits genes that prohibit prolonged colonization. This figure 

has been used with permission of the authors, Syed et al. 2009 [154], and the publisher.  
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Like the MpIBP of M. primoryensis, the FrhA adhesion protein was observed to be 

multifunctional in the lifecycle of V. cholerae. In addition to hemagglutination, FrhA mutants 

were reduced in their ability to bind epithelial cells and chitinous beads, and to form biofilms.  

The Klose lab performed additional knockout experiments to determine which C-terminal domain 

was responsible for this phenotype. In the absence of V. cholerae, erythrocytes sank to the bottom 

of the well and hemagglutination did not occur. Adding wild-type V. cholerae resulted in a gel-

like red precipitate mesh of erythrocytes and bacteria (Fig. 4.2). As expected, deleting the C-

terminal ligand-binding region prevented attachment of V. cholerae to erythrocytes (Fig. 4.1, no 

agglutination). Upon further analysis of the C-terminal region, a deletion of the putative sugar-

binding domain did not impact hemagglutination, however, this was inhibited once the PBD was 

removed.   

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Hemagglutination assay with V. cholerae and erythrocytes. Erythrocytes, V. 

cholerae and buffer are added to the well for a 1-hr incubation. In the absence of V. cholerae, 

erythrocytes sink to the bottom of the cone-shaped well (no agglutination). Once V. cholerae 

(black ovals) are added, they attach to red blood cells (red circles) with adhesins (brown lines) 

and form a lattice of erythrocytes and bacteria (hemagglutination). This results in an opaque pink 

mesh in the well.   
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Previous fluorescence polarization experiments by Dr. Shuaiqi Guo led to the development of 

nanomolar-binding peptides for the FrhA PBD. Since this domain was responsible for attachment 

to erythrocytes, the hemagglutination experiment was repeated with this pentapeptide and wild-

type V. cholerae. The small peptide was capable of inhibiting hemagglutination at relatively low 

concentrations of 600 nM [K. Klose, personal communication]. It was concluded that the peptide 

competitively blocked V. cholerae from attaching to erythrocytes via the PBD.  

While the function of FrhA needs to be explored in more detail, a lack of structural data limits our 

understanding of how V. cholerae uses this adhesin in its pathogenic lifecycle. Crystal structures 

of the ligand-binding region could help scientists design other molecules to block the colonization 

of V. cholerae and prevent its disease. As described in Chapter 3, this section will employ partial 

proteolysis of the C-terminal region to determine the suitability of domains for X-ray 

crystallography. The FrhA PBD shares 65% sequence identity with a homolog in MpIBP. Given 

that the MpPBD from M. primoryensis was stable enough for structure determination, it was 

predicted that the homolog in V. cholerae would also be resistant to proteolysis.  
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4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Bioinformatics dissection of the FrhA adhesin 

At approximately 230 kDa, the FrhA adhesin is considerably smaller than the LapA (520 kDa), 

SiiE (595 kDa), and the MpIBP (1500 kDa) RTX adhesins (Fig. 4.3). Bioinformatic analyses 

indicate that the extender region (RII) is composed of eight β-sandwich cadherin-like repeats. The 

size of the FrhA ligand-binding region (RIII) is similar to the unusually small RII extender. A 

Phyre2 homology search showed that RIII began with a peptide-binding domain (purple) in 

between a split Ig-like domain (yellow). This area was predicted with high confidence because it 

shared 48% sequence identity with MpIBP, and the peptide-binding domain alone was 65% 

identical. Following two Ig-like sequences, the next ligand-binding domain was predicted to bind 

carbohydrates. While matches shared only 16% sequence identity or less, the top 20 models were 

constructed from proteins belonging to the galactose-binding protein family. The unknown region 

was predicted to adopt a small β-solenoid with unstructured linker regions. A Phyre2 search 

returned structural folds from lipases, proteases, and sugar epimerases with less than 15% 

sequence identity. No candidate ligands were identified, however, it is possible that this domain 

binds to chitin, given the previous functional data obtained by the Klose lab [154]. 
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Figure 4.3 Predicted C-terminal domain architecture of the FrhA adhesin. Domain mapping 

of the FrhA primary sequence was done using BLAST, Pfam, and Phyre2 programs. RI is the N-

terminal membrane anchor, RII is the extender region (light blue, cadherin-like repeats), and RIII 

is the C-terminal ligand-binding region (LBR). The LBR begins with a putative peptide-binding 

domain (purple) enveloped by a split β-sandwich fold (yellow). Two consecutive 

immunoglobulin-like domains (dark blue) join to a putative sugar-binding region (green), 

followed by an unknown ligand-binding domain (orange), the RTX β-roll (grey), and the type-1 

secretion signal (pink). The 150-kDa C-terminal construct (FrhA-LBR) includes two cadherin-

like repeats from RII and continues until the C terminus. 
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4.3.2 The FrhA PBD and neighbouring folds are resistant to trypsin proteolysis  

FrhA-LBR was purified using nickel-NTA and Q-Sepharose ion-exchange chromatography steps. 

Two aliquots of purified protein were incubated on the benchtop, and one was supplemented with 

2.5% w/w trypsin protease. After three days of endogenous proteolysis, there was an increase in 

low-molecular-weight bands below the 150-kDa starting material (Fig. 4.4A). The 150-kDa band 

was absent on the third day of trypsin proteolysis, showing an accelerated degradation when 

compared with endogenous proteolysis. This was likely because the protease inhibitor was 

removed through purification, and greater molar quantities of trypsin were present. Most 

degradation bands decreased in intensity between day one and three of the trypsin experiment. 

Importantly, one particular band underneath the 75-kDa molecular weight marker (highlighted 

blue) resisted trypsin proteolysis (Fig. 4.4A). This area was excised and identified by tryptic 

MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry under reducing conditions to expose tryptic cut sites. A range of 

fragments weighing 777.50 to 3097.74 Da were identified from this protein band (Fig. 4.4B). 

These peptides come from the first two cadherin-like repeats, the peptide-binding domain, and the 

split Ig-like domain (Fig. 4.4C). The four domains totaled approximately 62 kDa, which agreed 

with SDS-PAGE results. 
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Figure 4.4 Proteolysis of FrhA-LBR and identification of fragments. (A) SDS-PAGE 

showing proteolysis of the FrhA-LBR following its purification. Two aliquots of post-purification 

FrhA-LBR (Start) were left on the benchtop (1.0 mg/mL), and one was incubated with trypsin. 

Samples were taken on days 1 and 3, and volumes of 10 uL were loaded in each lane. A stable 

band was located beneath the 75-kDa marker (blue box). This band was excised from the SDS-

PAGE and identified by tryptic MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. (B) Table of molecular weights 

resulting from mass spectrometry analysis of the target band. (C) Identification of fragments 

matching to the primary sequence of FrhA-LBR. Boxes indicating fragments (red) are overlaid on 

domains corresponding to the original FrhA-LBR construct. The primary sequence consists of 

two cadherin-like domains (light blue), a peptide-binding domain (purple), and a split domain 

(yellow). Potential tryptic cut sites after Arg and Lys are coloured black.  
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4.3.3 Production of 35-kDa and 62-kDa FrhA PBD constructs for crystal trials 

Trypsin proteolysis produced a stable, four-domain product from the FrhA-LBR encompassing 

the N-terminal 62-kDa region of the original construct (Fig. 4.5A and B). No fragments were 

identified after the predicted split domain, presumably due to their degradation by trypsin. Given 

its protease resistance, the PBD was a favorable target for X-ray crystallography. The DNA for 

this sequence was ligated into a PET-28a vector and transformed into BL-21 E. coli cells. An 

internal 35-kDa construct, including only the PBD and the split Ig domains was also pursued 

(Fig. 4.5C). Both constructs were highly expressed and purified by nickel-NTA and size-

exclusion chromatographies for crystallization trials. The yields for the 62-kDa and 35-kDa 

constructs were 20 mg/L of culture, and 5 mg/L of culture, respectively. 
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Figure 4.5 FrhA construct design for X-ray crystallography. (A) Domain architecture of the 

original FrhA-LBR. The 150-kDa region begins with two cadherin-like repeats (light blue), 

followed by a putative peptide-binding domain (purple) enveloped by a split β-sandwich fold 

(yellow). Two consecutive immunoglobulin-like domains (dark blue) join to a putative sugar-

binding region (green), followed by another unknown ligand-binding module (orange), the RTX 

β-roll (grey) and the secretion signal (pink). (B) FrhA C-terminal domains remaining from tryptic 

proteolysis of the FrhA-LBR. (C) Removal of cadherin-like domains for X-ray crystallography 

experiments. 
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4.3.4 The 35-kDa PBD binds to peptides through Ca2+ coordination  

Both purified constructs were also tested for co-crystallography with small peptides. Previous 

fluorescence polarization experiments performed by Dr. Shuaiqi Guo were used to develop 

pentapeptide ligands that bound to FrhA PBD in nanomolar affinities. The strongest binders of 

these, AGYTD and AGWTD, were incubated with both constructs for co-crystallography. After 

one week of trials, the 35-kDa FrhA produced thick triangular-shaped crystals with AGYTD and 

AGWTD peptides in 0.16 M calcium acetate, 0.08 M sodium cacodylate (pH 6.5), and 14.4% 

(w/v) PEG 8000. The larger 62-kDa protein failed to produce crystals, as did experiments with 

the 35-kDa PBD lacking the small peptides. Diffraction data were collected at 2.5-Å resolution 

using the in-house diffractometer, and higher resolution data (2 Å) were obtained at the CLS in 

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. The phase problem was solved using molecular replacement with the 

65%-identical PBD from the MpIBP.  

As predicted, the FrhA PBD adopts an oblong β-sandwich fold with calcium ions (green) bound 

in the structure (Fig. 4.6A). The first 21 residues, encompassing an N-terminal β-strand (yellow) 

originate from the split domain. As indicated in Fig. 4.6 the polypeptide chain continues into the 

peptide-binding domain (purple) and emerging later to complete the β-sandwich fold of the split 

domain (yellow). One calcium ion is located near the N terminus of the split domain, and the 

remaining five ions are found in the PBD. The calcium ions in the PBD are positioned in loop 

regions on the periphery of the β-sandwich core. Two are located in the outer tip of the PBD and 

interact directly with the AGWTD peptide. Three of five residues in this peptide form contacts 

with the PBD. Specifically, the carboxyl terminus of Asp (D) in AGWTD forms the majority of 

these contacts. The C-terminal carboxyl group coordinates with both calcium ions in the binding 

site, the N164 residue in the lower loop, and the backbone amide nitrogen of V125 (Fig. 4.6B). In 

addition, the Asp sidechain of the bound peptide forms polar contacts with S127. Moving towards 

the N-terminus of the peptide, the Thr residue interacts with N164 using its hydroxyl and 

carbonyl oxygens (Fig. 4.6C). The Phyre2 model differed because the critical N164 residue was 
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predicted to be farther down the loop (near the dashed back line) pointing away from the calcium 

ions (Fig. 4.6A, enlarged box). The last contact involves pi-stacking between the indole group of 

Trp and the phenol sidechain of Y126 in the upper loop (Fig. 4.6D). Gly and Ala residues of 

AGWTD do not appear to make any contacts with the PBD.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 X-ray crystal structure of the FrhA peptide-binding domain. (A) The peptide-

binding domain (purple) is shown within the split Ig-like domain (yellow).  Six calcium ions 

(green) and the AGWTD peptide (cyan) are bound in the structure with polar contacts (dashed 

orange line). Nitrogen atoms (red) and oxygen atoms (blue) of residues are highlighted within the 

loop region and peptide ligand. (B) Polar contacts resulting from the AGWTD C-terminal 

aspartate residue, (C) the threonine residue, and (D) the middle residue (tryptophan). 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 What are split domains in RTX adhesins?  

Structure determination of ligand-binding regions from the FrhA adhesin was done to provide 

insight into their role in the lifecycle of V. cholerae. As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are several 

barriers to structurally characterizing the C-terminal region of RTX adhesion proteins. In addition 

to unclear boundaries, the way in which neighboring domains are connected can complicate the 

mapping process. For example, RTX adhesins include split domains, which are folds containing a 

functional region that emerges from within a ‘split’ β-sandwich. Thus, at low resolution it seems 

there are two distinct domains. It is only when you trace the path of the polypeptide chain it 

becomes apparent that it starts and ends in the split domain. 

Functionally, split domains might enable the ligand-binding sites on adhesins to face outward, 

which could improve the accessibility and binding of substrates. In the T-shaped RIII of MpIBP, 

the split domain appears to orient the PA14 and PBD away from one other, possibly to avoid 

steric clashes [37] (Fig. 4.7). Unpublished crystal structures from the AhLap RTX adhesin also 

identified several split domains with similar features [Ye and Vance, personal communication]. 

With a split domain present in FrhA, it is possible that its ligand binding sites will be directed to 

face opposite directions. Solving the structure of the putative sugar-binding domain and 

performing SAXS on the full FrhA C-terminal region will help determine the role of this split 

domain. On the other hand, it is possible that the split fold is needed to help fold and/or stabilize 

the domain it demarcates. For example, expressing the isolated MpIBP PBD resulted in mostly 

insoluble protein, as compared to PBD constructs including the split. As a testament to its 

stability, the split domain linked to the PBD was one of four stable folds remaining after the 

tryptic proteolysis of C-terminal FrhA region.  
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Figure 4.7 Structural features of the RIII ligand-binding region from MpIBP. From the N 

terminus, RIII_1 and RIII_2 form the “stalk” and are colored blue. The N-terminal strand of the 

split domain (cyan) emerges from the C-terminal end of RIII_2 and continues through the split 

domain into the PBD (purple) and returns back to complete the split domain (yellow). The PA14 

carbohydrate-binding domain (dark green) is connected to the C-terminus of the split domain. 

The glucose ligand (red) is bound in the PA14 structure, and calcium ions are colored light green. 

Oppositely-faced ligand-binding sites on the PA14 domain and PBD are indicated by arrows. 

Adapted from Guo et al. 2017, with permission of the publisher and author [37]. 
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4.4.2 How can proteases help with structure determination of split domains?   

Split domains can disrupt the ‘dissect-and-build’ process for RTX adhesins. In the absence of a 

homolog of this region, bioinformatics programs could be misled by the mismatch of primary 

sequence and domain tertiary structure. As a consequence, missing the N- or C-terminal 

boundaries would likely destabilize a target fold and impede any attempts at crystallization. 

While homologs of a split domain and PBD were identified from MpIBP, the domain boundaries 

within FrhA remained ambiguous. Instead of relying solely on bioinformatics, we used selective 

tryptic proteolysis to digest the entire ligand-binding region and identify the best candidates for 

X-ray crystallography. 

The FrhA C-terminal region was degraded to a ~70-kDa fragment over three days at room 

temperature. As with the MapA system, the susceptibility of this region to proteolysis would 

likely have impeded crystal growth of the 150-kDa FrhA construct. Trypsin proteolysis narrowed 

down the target complexity from ten to four domains, which saved time and resources by 

avoiding the ‘trial and error’ of various domain combinations. There are two reasons why 

extracellular adhesin-like proteins are worthy candidates for partial proteolysis. First, the ‘beads-

on-a-string’ architecture means that independent domains are likely unaffected by the degradation 

of neighboring folds. Secondly, these adhesins are exposed to a wide range of environmental 

stressors. V. cholerae uses FrhA to bind chitinous surfaces in the ocean, and mammalian 

erythrocytes and epithelial cells [154]. Adhesins are stable against shear forces, variable 

temperatures, and pH changes in order to attach a target surface. As such, it is likely that a stably-

folded RTX domain could remain on the benchtop and resist proteolysis longer than a typical 

intracellular protein.  

4.4.3 Pathogenesis of FrhA-containing Vibrio cholerae  

It is known that V. cholerae uses the FrhA to bind extracellular ligands on erythrocytes [154]. 

With the development of nanomolar-affinity ligands, saturation of the PBD binding site could 
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potentially out-compete V. cholerae and prevent its attachment to erythrocytes or other cell types 

bound by the PBD. Additional counter measures include raising antibodies against the FrhA 

PBD, or other domains that might assist binding. Further characterizing this host-pathogen 

interaction with RBCs and in the gut is essential for understanding how V. cholerae infects 

humans and causes disease. A pull-down assay could perhaps determine the identity of the PBD 

ligand, which is likely to be an RBC membrane protein that has its C terminus projecting into the 

extracellular milieu. This involves the recombinant expression of a pathogenic protein that probes 

for binding partners, followed by immunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry identification 

[156]. Antibodies against the FrhA PBD would be immobilized onto a microscope slide, and a 

pre-incubated mixture of erythrocyte lysate and FrhA PBD would be added to the surface. The 

antibodies would capture the FrhA PBD along with its binding partner, and the sample would be 

submitted to mass spectrometry identification.  

Another method uses protein microarrays, where the target protein is submitted to several 

pairwise binding experiments against an immobilized array of individually-purified protein. For 

example, patients’ sera were screened against an array of 262 extracellular proteins from P. 

aeruginosa, which identified 12 antigens that trigger a response in cystic fibrosis and acutely 

infected patients [125].  Future work should use a combination of these approaches with the FrhA 

PBD to elucidate its binding partner on erythrocytes. An extracellular human protein microarray 

was originally used to determine receptors that interacted with human adenoviruses [157]. This 

array might be useful for identifying the PBD binding partner on erythrocytes and could discover 

additional ligands on different cell types. Alternatively, a bioinformatics approach might reveal 

the PBD binding partner through a database search of erythrocyte membrane proteins. Since the 

FrhA PBD prefers C-terminal aspartate residues and has strong preferences for residues in the 

penultimate and pre-penultimate positions, identifying proteins with their C terminus projecting 

out of the cell could suggest potential candidates. Protein-protein interactions could be tested by 
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native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis with the membrane protein and FrhA PBD. A 

hemagglutination assay could also test knockouts of the outer-membrane candidate in 

erythrocytes [158]. A lack of cell agglutination would indicate that FrhA could no longer bind to 

the red blood cells. This knockout methodology was previously used to show that MUC1 was a 

receptor for SiiE in S. enterica [159].  

4.4.4 Phylogenetic distribution and function of PBD-like domains  

Additional Gram-negative aquatic bacteria contain a homolog of the PBD. Aeromonas veronii 

inhabits freshwater and is a gastrointestinal symbiont of Hirudo verbena medicinal leeches. This 

bacterium causes diarrhea and wound infections in immunocompromised individuals, particularly 

those treated by the H. verbena. The intestinal colonization by A. veronii is similar to V. cholerae, 

however this bacterium is found in the crop of the digestive tract, where the leech’s blood meal is 

stored before digestion [160]. In addition, it is hypothesized that A. veronii aids in metabolizing 

the blood components of H. verbena for absorption [160]. Interestingly, the PBD of A. veronii is 

present in an FrhA homolog that shares 60% sequence identity along the entire ligand-binding 

region. Given the similar lifecycle to V. cholerae and sequence conservation, A. veronii might use 

this FrhA-like adhesin to attach erythrocytes and epithelial cells within the digestive tract of H. 

verbena.  

The pathogenic V. vulnificus also contain a 60%-identical FrhA homolog. This flesh-eating 

marine bacterium is a close relative of V. cholerae; gaining entry through open wounds, or into 

the gastrointestinal tract by the consumption of contaminated seafood [161]. The exotoxin 

hemolysin is a virulence factor shared between these two Vibrios, which ruptures erythrocytes 

and is cytotoxic to several mammalian cell lines [162–164].  V. vulnificus could potentially 

adhere to erythrocytes using the same FrhA-mediated attachment, and subsequently lyse them 

during infection. In summary, bacteria with an FrhA-like protein (V. cholerae, A. veronii, and V. 
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vulnificus) inhabit gastrointestinal tissue, blood vessels, and aquatic habitats, and might bind to 

host erythrocytes using an FrhA-like PBD. 

The PBD is present in the distantly-related marine bacterium, M. primoryensis. As previously 

stated, this organism binds to Antarctic ice and forms a mixed-species biofilm with C. neogracile 

diatoms. Unlike V. vulnificus and A. veronii, the MpIBP adhesin is not homologous to FrhA, 

sharing only the PBD (65% sequence identity) within the ligand-binding region. 

Given the overall lack of sequence conservation, it is likely that the PBD was incorporated into 

MpIBP through horizontal gene transfer between bacteria. As opposed to FrhA that binds to 

erythrocytes, and fluorescence microscopy indicates that the MpPBD adheres to extracellular 

ligands on marine diatoms. In addition to its PA14 domain, this ligand-binding PBD could have 

been included as an alternative strategy for M. primoryensis to bind diatoms. Given their 

conserved binding sites, it is possible that MpPBD and FrhA attach to a similar extracellular 

protein located on both surfaces that happen to have similar C termini. In support of this, 

unpublished data show that FrhA and MpPBD share a preference for specific pentapeptide 

ligands. To further test this hypothesis, M. primoryensis could be submitted to the 

hemagglutination assay. If this bacterium successfully attaches to erythrocytes with the MpPBD, 

it could agglutinate cells in the same way as V. cholerae. One confounding variable is that MpIBP 

is much longer than FrhA, which would increase distance between cells and potentially alter the 

mesh-like appearance. As a complementary study, fluorescence microscopy could be attempted 

with the FrhA PBD and diatoms. Previous work has successfully attached fluorescently-labelled 

MpIBP PBD to C. neogracile diatoms [37]. This experiment would use fluorescently-labelled 

FrhA PBD to determine if it clusters around diatoms in a similar manner.  
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4.5 Experimental procedures  

4.5.1 Molecular cloning and expression of FrhA-LBR  

A codon-optimized gene for FrhA-LBR was synthesized by GeneArt for E. coli protein 

expression. Cloning and expression was done as described in Chapter 3.   

4.5.2 Purification of FrhA-LBR  

Cell harvesting, sonication, and nickel-NTA and Q-Sepharose ion-exchange purifications were 

completed as described in Chapter 3.  

4.5.3 FrhA-LBR endogenous proteolysis and sequencing  

Two 100-µL aliquots of 1.0 mg/mL FrhA-LBR was left on the benchtop for three days. One 

aliquot was supplemented with 2.5% (w/w) trypsin protease.  20-uL samples were taken on days 

1 and 3 and frozen at -20 °C. Samples were thawed and analyzed by SDS-PAGE to assess the 

extent of proteolysis. Gel excision and tryptic mass spectrometry was performed as described in 

Chapter 3.  

4.5.4 Molecular cloning, expression, and purification of 35-kDa and 62-kDa FrhA-PBD 

The molecular cloning and protein expression were performed as stated above. The only variation 

was the final protein purification step. After Ni-NTA purification, both 18-mL elutions were 

separately concentrated to 5 mL and buffer exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 200 mM 

NaCl, 5 mM EDTA. Each construct was loaded onto a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex-75 size-exclusion 

column (GE Healthcare) and assessed by 10% SDS PAGE for purity. For each purification, 

fractions containing target protein were pooled and buffer exchanged into 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

9.0), 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2.  

4.5.5 X-ray crystallography and structure determination of 35-kDa FrhA-PBD 

The microbatch method was used to test several crystallization conditions (Qiagen). 35-kDa 

FrhA-PBD and 62-kDa FrhA-PBD were concentrated to 15 mg/mL and 5 mg/mL, respectively. 
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Purified 35-kDa FrhA-PBD was diluted to 5 mg/mL with 1.5 mM AGYTD or AGWTD peptide 

resuspended in the same protein buffer. 62-kDa FrhA-PBD was diluted to 1 mg/mL separately 

with each peptide. Protein solution was mixed with crystallization conditions (2 µL:2 µL) in 

Greiner 673101 96-well Imp@ct Plates (Hampton Research) with 12 µL of 100% Paraffin oil to 

cover the drop. The 35-kDa FrhA-PBD formed triangular-shaped crystals with each peptide after 

7 days of incubation. Both peptide combinations produced crystals in 0.16 M calcium acetate, 

0.08 M sodium cacodylate (pH 6.5), and 14.4% (w/v) PEG 8000. Crystals were flash-frozen and 

stored in 20% (v/v) ethylene glycol and 80% (v/v) of the precipitant condition. Crystals were sent 

to the Canadian Light Source for data collection on the CMCF-BM beamline. Diffraction images 

were indexed and integrated with XDS [128] and scaled with CCP4-Aimless [129]. The structure 

was solved by molecular replacement with Phenix-Phaser [134] using the PBD from MpIBP as 

the search model (PDB: 5K8G). Modelling and refinement were performed as described in 

Chapter 3.   
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Chapter 5 

General Discussion  

5.1 Limiting biofilms and infections  

As an anti-adhesion strategy, both small molecule antagonists and antibodies could block the 

colonization of bacteria through the ligand-binding domains of RTX adhesins. One advantage of 

this approach is that the ligand does not need to enter the cell, which increases its bioavailability 

against adhesins. This methodology was previously used to block the FimH-mediated adhesion of 

uropathogenic E. coli with a non-metabolizable variant of mannose [165]. For V. cholerae 

colonization, the Klose lab at the University of Texas at San Antonio successfully blocked 

erythrocyte hemagglutination using the AGTYD peptide against the FrhA adhesin. 

As a potential therapeutic option for cholera, the AGYTD peptide would ideally be delivered to 

the small intestine to block V. cholerae from erythrocytes and potentially, epithelial cells. If taken 

orally, capsules like Procysbi® would be preferable to withstand the acidic conditions in the 

stomach [166]. Procysbi® is made from cysteamine bitartrate coated with acid-resistant Eudragit 

L 30 D-55. This bead-like composition releases its contents once it reaches the alkaline pH in the 

small intestine. Furthermore, the AGYTD peptide would need to be stable against pancreatic 

proteases. For example, chymotrypsin might cleave after the Tyr residue, and exopeptidases 

would degrade the N and C termini. The latter could be solved by cyclizing the N terminus to an 

additional side chain with a free carboxyl group within the ligand. Given the preference of FrhA 

PBD for C-terminal Asp residues, the last three residues must be free to bind. This ligand can be 

modelled and docked onto the existing FrhA PBD structure to determine its binding potential. In 

addition, the D-conformation of AGYTD might increase its stability because endogenous 

proteases usually recognize the L-conformation [167]. Co-crystallography of these peptides with 

FrhA PBD could illustrate how these modifications might alter the ligand-protein interaction. 
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That being said, an easier proof of concept would be submitting these AGYTD variants to 

fluorescence polarization and comparing their affinities, relative to the original peptide. 

Assuming that the attraction is weaker, iterative changes can be made to the D-conformer or 

cyclized peptides to increase their affinity into the inhibitory range. If the small peptide was not 

stable in vivo, an additional option could involve treatment with recombinant 35-kDa FrhA PBD. 

Instead of targeting the adhesin, this method would saturate the target surface and prevent 

attachment of V. cholerae. The 35-kDa FrhA is resilient – this protein evaded trypsin proteolysis 

and formed stable crystal contacts at room temperature. The recombinant protein could be 

delivered to the small intestines using the same capsules to compete with FrhA for erythrocyte 

substrates, thereby preventing V. cholerae colonization. The disadvantage to this approach is that 

protein manufacturing at industry scale requires a magnitude increase in critical process steps and 

quality assurance protocols, as compared to smaller drugs produced through chemical synthesis 

[168]. While many pharmaceutical companies are considering the manufacture of larger protein 

biotherapeutics, the approval process continues to pose a major obstacle for these companies.  

5.2 Modifying adhesins to enhance the formation of beneficial biofilms  

In Chapter 3, the structure of a vWFA domain was determined from the MapA C-terminal region. 

The specificity of these ligand-binding regions among RTX adhesins provides an opportunity to 

reinforce beneficial biofilms and promote their formation. In this way, genetically-modified 

bacteria can be equipped with customized adhesins to target niches for colonization and 

potentially, bioremediation. It is hypothesized that P. fluorescens uses LapA for plant root 

adhesion, and MapA for cell-cell cohesion. The secondary LapA adhesin could be modified to 

enhance its biofilm formation on the roots of wheat and tomato plants. This would increase plant 

growth by out-competing pathogens and increasing nutrient uptake.  

P. fluorescens is limited to colonizing the base of roots near the seed, as opposed to parenchymal 

cells on the capped tip [169]. Modifying residues in the LapA vWFA loop regions could promote 
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binding along the entire root, which would increase defense against plant pathogens. The vWFA 

loop regions are worthy targets because, as exhibited by structural information from integrin 

vWFAs, the shape of the binding cleft and surface residues might influence the specificity of 

ligands [55]. This approach is advantageous because LapA is already encoded by P. fluorescens, 

therefore minimal genetic manipulations would be required.  

Another opportunity to protect crops lies with Bacillus thuringiensis, a Gram-positive bacterium 

employed by farmers as a natural insecticide. B. thuringiensis expresses a surface-localized CbpA 

adhesin that promotes the colonization of insects [170,171]. Adding the MapA vWFA domain to 

CbpA may increase cohesion between P. fluorescens and B. thuringiensis, forming an inter-

species biofilm on plant surfaces for increased plant defense. In a similar type of experiment, the 

curli amyloid protein adhesin from E. coli was engineered to attach its host to stainless steel 

through the addition of a metal-binding domain from P. aeruginosa type IV pili [50]. 

Modifying existing adhesins is preferable to the introduction of new proteins because the native 

bacterial secretion machinery is already in place for surface localization. While the Sec and Tat 

pathways are shared between Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, most other secretion 

systems do not overlap between them [172]. Moreover, it is possible that T1SS machinery in 

Gram-negative bacteria is only compatible with specific RTX adhesins. As evidence of this, 

ORFs typically encode the adhesin along with a unique T1SS proteins (ex. LapA, and its T1SS 

components LapB, LapC, and LapE). When promoters were swapped between MapA and LapA 

T1SS components, the MapA T1SS was not capable of secreting the LapA adhesin in P. 

fluorescens [109]. Consequently, introducing a new adhesin might require a new secretion 

system, which is more laborious and prone to error than swapping residues and domains.  

Another argument is that native adhesins are best-suited for the specific environment of the host 

cell’s surface. It has been hypothesized that the length of SiiE might be determined by the size of 

LPS molecules on the outer membrane of S. enterica. Reducing the extender region by 10 repeats 
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decreased colonization of polarized epithelial cells, however, this was partially rescued when a 

short LPS mutant was used [51]. By directly altering SiiE, it is more likely that the adhesin will 

have the proper architecture for S. enterica to target surfaces.  

One caveat to modifying adhesins is that the architecture needs to complement the new substrate 

of interest. In this case, solely adding a new ligand-binding module might not be sufficient for 

adhering to a new niche. For example, M. primoryensis uses the extremely large 120-repeat 

MpIBP adhesin to bind C. neogracile diatoms. If the respective PA14 or PBD ligand-binding 

domains were fused to LapA in P. fluorescens (37 repeats), it might not be long enough to 

protrude through the silica shell (fustule) and bind to the C. neogracile cellular membrane inside. 

Another issue is that adhesins vary in strength and stability. Adhesins originating from sedative 

environments might not function well if repurposed to function in harsher territories. Single-

molecule force microscopy revealed that SiiE unfolds at 130 pN, while MpIBP can withstand up 

to 350 pN [50,173]. If SiiE was fitted with domains to allow S. enterica to access the Antarctic 

ice layer inhabited by M. primoryensis, the adhesin may not be able to withstand the strong forces 

from ocean currents. 

5.3 Labeling and identification of glycans using ligand-binding domains  

The use of ligand-binding modules is not limited to bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation. As 

demonstrated in Chapter 2, the PA14 carbohydrate-binding domain can be fused with proteins of 

interest for affinity-based purification. Additionally, the PA14 could function as a fluorescent 

probe for cellular labeling and structure determination of glycans. Carbohydrate-binding lectins 

have been consolidated into microarrays for the widespread profiling of bacterial glycans [174]. 

While the PA14 domain is less specific than the typical lectin, it could be helpful for the general 

detection of glucose, fucose, and N-acetylglucosamine moieties within glycan samples. If 

necessary, residues in the binding pocket could be modified to target single carbohydrates, and 

possibly target the lowering-binding sugars like galactose.  
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At the macroscopic level, lectins and antibodies have been previously used to determine glycan 

structure and their distribution in plants [175–177]. Recombinant PA14 domain could help 

visualize the arrangement of glucose and fucose moieties on branched glycans. Again, the 

drawback of this approach is the lowered specificity, but it may be used for the initial screening 

of new glycans. Finally, the PA14 domain might be a cheaper alternative to the antibody-based 

quantification of glycans.  Monoclonal antibody LM5 was used to quantify (1à4)-β-D-Galactan 

in compression wood [178]. The researchers calibrated their immune dot test using a dilution 

series of commercially-available Galactans from lupin seeds. For the MhPA14, separate standards 

could be prepared for glucose, fucose, and N-acetylglucosamine for quantification.   

5.4 Concluding remarks 

This thesis has examined the structures of ligand-binding domains from the MapA and FrhA 

adhesins, and the functional applications of a PA14 domain from MhLap. These ligand-binding 

domains are found in many different RTX adhesins, and they attach bacterial hosts to a range of 

different environmental substrates. The structure determination of large adhesion proteins can be 

daunting; however, selective proteolysis of multi-domain constructs can narrow down regions 

with the potential to crystallize. Overall, the FrhA PBD and its antagonist show potential for 

limiting V. cholerae colonization, while the exact function of the MapA vWFA in P. fluorescens 

is still unknown. Identifying the binding partners of these domains will be important for limiting 

pathogenic biofilms and promoting beneficial ones. For example, thoroughly characterizing the 

structure and function of the PA14 carbohydrate-binding domain has enabled its use as a dextran-

affinity tag on size-exclusion resins. Once the vWFA and PBD domains are scrutinized to this 

degree, biofilm formation could be modulated by strengthening or blocking these interactions.    
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